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Ideas based on constitutional supercooling suggest that the periodic steady state cellular patterns seen in the directional
solidification of systems with small partition coefficient may be unstable if the impurity concentration in the melt just in front of the
tips falls into the two phase (miscibility gap) region of the phase diagram. This gives a simple stability criterion relating the position
of the tips of the cells to the pulling velocity that is in good qualitative agreement with the limited experimental data available in the
cellular regime. Implications of this criterion for a particular class of steady state solutions derived using asymptotic matching
methods are explored. These solutions arise from a generalization to finite Péclet number for systems with small partition coefficient
of the ideas of Dombre and Hakim relating directional solidification patterns to viscous (Saffman—Taylor) fingers. Families of steady
state solutions yielding both small amplitude interface patterns as well as fingerlike solutions with narrow deep grooves are accurately
described by the methods discussed herein. A systematic expansion method provides corrections to the classical Scheil shapes for the
grooves. However, the stability criterion, as well as other considerations, suggest that the entire class of narrow grooved solutions
found by the matching methods may be unstable. Comparison with other numerical work suggests that other branches of narrow
grooved solutions exist and are relevant to experiments. Several experimental and numerical tests of these ideas are proposed.

I. Introduction quite complex (and difficult to study experimen-

tally), at somewhatlargerpulling speedstypically
A variety of interestingpatternscan form dur- one encountersfinite amplitude steadystatepat-

ing the directionalsolidification of a binary mix- terns like that shown in fig. la, or fingerlike cells
ture [l—3]. In this technologicallyimportantpro- with deepgroovesas in fig. lb. Thesefiguresare
cess, solidification occurswhen a thin sample of taken from theoreticalwork by UngarandBrown
melt is pulled througha fixed temperaturegradi- [4], but experimentalexamplesof both kinds of
ent.As the pulling speedV is increased,the initial patternshavebeenobservedby Trivedi [5] in the
planar solid—liquid interface becomesunstable. succinonitrile—acetonesystemand,morerecently,
While the detailedbehaviorvery nearthresholdis by de Cheveignéandcoworkers[6] in theCBr4—Br2

system.An exampleof cellswith groovesobserved
* Present address: Institute for Physical Scienceand Tech- in experimentsof Cladis et al. [7] is shown in

nology, University of Maryland, CollegePark, Maryland f~ 2
20742,USA. g. .
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Nieuwsteeg18, 2311 SB Leiden, Netherlands. results is to plot the wavelength A of cellular
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L 2 0 Most theoreticalstudiesof thesepatternshaveconcentratedon a steady state analysis. Recent
MELT , work, bothnumericalandanalytic, hasestablished

1 that the steadystate equationsdescribingdirec-
tionalsolidification(DS) admita continuousfamily

71 2.5 of periodic solutionsof varying wavelengthsfor a

given set of experimentalconditions.Dombreand

2 4 Hakim [10] carriedout a particularly elegantana-lytic demonstrationof this fact for a simplified
model of DS with a partition coefficient of unity

2 52 3.0 in the limit that the Péclet number p tended
towardszero.(The Pécletnumberp comparesthe

2 94 scaleof the patternto the rangeof the diffusion
SOLID
CRYSTAL 3.5

(0) (b)
Fig. 1. Examples of the cell profiles calculated numerically by
Ungar and Brown 14,731.The thin solid lines show the iso-con-
centration lines. (a) A finite amplitude cell at Péclet number
p = XV/2D 0.4, v =1.2, a 0.026. (b) Half of a cell with a I
groove at Péclet number p = XV/2D = 0.4, p 1.33 and a =

0.016. The parameter a is defined in eq. (9.1).

patternsversus the pulling velocity V, and com-
parethis scaleto the length scalesassociatedwith
a linear stability analysisof the planar interface.
Such a plot is reproducedin fig. 3 from the work I

of de Cheveigneet al. [8]. In this figure, the I
wavelengthof perturbationsabout the planarin-
terfacethat are neutrally stable(i.e. neithergrow I
nor decay)is indicatedby a solid line. (Note that •

the neutrally stablemodesrepresentvalid steady
statesolutionsof infinitesimal amplitude).Curves
for two different temperaturegradientsare shown.
The minimum thresholdvelocity V~at which the
planar interfacefirst goesunstableis denotedby
the squaresymbol at the bottom of the curves. I
Perturbations about the planar interface with
wavelengthsin the wide bandbetweenthese two
solid linesare linearly unstable;we thereforerefer
to this region as the planar instability band. The Fig. 2. Example of some experimental cell patterns at three

selectedcells for a given pulling velocity in the different moments in time, showing the periodic release of

experimentsof de Cheveignéet al. [8] havewave- bubbles from the bottom of a groove. The initial profile is the

lengthsthat lie within the planarinstability band one on the bottom, and these pictures were taken while the
cellular region was expanding into the planar region on the

in the narrow dashedregionwhosewavelengthis a . .

left. In this photo, the spatial vanation of the contrast has beenfactor 3—5 larger than the smallestneutralstabil- enhanced using computer image processing, so that the inter-

ity value. This is what is typically observed[9]. faces show up as white lines (photo courtesy of P.E. Cladis).
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band for which a family (or families’) exists
I0~ accordingto a simplesteadystateanalysis.

Very near threshold,one typically expects[14]

I that the band of stable periodic nonlinear solu-

102 - tions lieswithin the planarinstability band(neara
supercritical (forward) bifurcation, this follows

I from the Eckhausinstability results for the ampli-
tude equations[15]). Unfortunately,however, for

10 - directional solidification, the amplitude expan-
sions [16] and bifurcation analysis [17] on which

(b) theseconclusions are basedare valid only ex-
tremelycloseto threshold,when(V — V )/ V. << 1.

4 ~ . . C C

1 10 102 io~ This is becausethe bottomof the neutralstability
WAVELENGTH (pm) curve illustrated in fig. 3 is extremelyflat in most

Fig. 3. Plot of the growth velocity versus wavelength for the cases,so expansionmethodsquickly break down
experiments of de Cheveigne et al. [8].The solid line marks the as thevelocity is increased.(The important excep-
neutral stability wavelength as a function of the growth veloc- tion [18] is the regimewhere the partitioncoeffi-
ity for two values of the thermal gradient G. Expenments for . .

(a) G=120°C/cm (•) and (b) G=70°C/cm (0) lie in the cient k is close to 1, as is the case for liquid
narrow shaded band. The dashed line indicates the minimum crystals [19].) However,recent resultsby Brattkus
deep cell wavelength calculated in this paper, and the arrows and Misbah [20] on the stability boundary of
illustrate that the matched asymptotic expansion employed in stronglynonlinearsolutionsconfirm that for their
this paper is an expansion towards larger wavelength. See text.

particular model the band of stable nonlinear
solutions lies within, but is significantly narrower

field in front of the pattern. See section 2 for than, the planarinstability band.The mechanism
precisedefinitions.)In this limit a formal analogy that governs the wavelengthselectionwithin the
with the equationsdescribingviscousfingering in stable band they find still remainsan unsolved
a Hele—Shaw cell [10,11] (the well-studied Saff- problem.
man—Taylorproblem) can be made. (See section We concentratein this paper on the strongly
10 for details andcommentson the limitations of nonlinearcellular patternsseenabove threshold,
this analogy.) Indeed Pelcé and Pumir [12] had avoiding both the initial planarinstability and the
already noted this connection, and there have flat regionof the neutralstability curvejust above
beenseveralattemptsto analyzeexperimentaldata threshold,as well as the dendritic regimeseenat
using the analogyto Saffman—Taylorfingers [13]. much higherpulling velocities.We havetwo main
As shown later in this paper, for materialswith objectives. The first is to presenta very simple
small partition coefficients, we can extend the stability criterion, basedon ideasfrom the theory
approachof Dombre and Hakim [10] to the ex- of constitutionalsupercooling(CS) that relatesthe
perimentallyrelevant regimewith Pécletnumbers stability of the tips of stronglynonlinearpatterns
of orderunity. Our approachreducesto theirs as to their position in the cell relativeto that of the
p —~ 0, wherethe restrictionto small k is then not stable planar interface [21]. This predicted rela-
required, andwe will thereforeoften refer to this tionship caneasilybe testedexperimentally,andis
particular branchof solutionswe calculateas the usefultheoreticallyin determiningwhethera given
Saffman—Taylor-likebranch. steadystate solution is likely to be stable. We

However, a steadystateanalysisalonecangive expect it to be accuratefor systemswith small
no information about the stability of these solu- partition coefficients in the experimentallyrele-
lions, and hence their relevance to real experi- vant casewhere curvaturecorrectionsto the con-
ments.In fact therearestrong indicationsthat the centration at the tip from the Gibbs—Thomson

wavelengthsof experimentallyselectedpatternslie equationare small, so that onecanthink of the tip
in a much narrower band than the width of the regionas locally planar.
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The basic idea is extremelysimple. According the LCS criterion in terms of stability concepts,
to the theory of constitutional supercooling,the andits particular relevancein the cellular regime
planarinterfaceis stableprovided that the impur- has not been realized before. In appendixA we
ity concentrationin the melt just in front of the briefly discusssomeof the earlierapproaches.
interface (determinedfrom boundaryconditions Thereare immediateexperimentalandtheoreti-
fixing both the concentrationand the concentra- cal implications of this idea. On the experimental
tion gradient at the interface) does not fall into side, the predicted tip positions can easily be
the (unstable)two-phase region as given by the testedexplicitly. From the verylimited amountof
phasediagram. At larger pulling velocities, the data on the tip position in the cellular regime
gradientat the planarinterfaceincreases.Eventu- available in the literature, thereis in fact some
ally this causesthe concentrationjust in front of indication that a relationof this kind holdstrue to
the interfaceto fall in the two phaseregion, where, a reasonableapproximation [21]. See section 10
according to the CS picture, the planarinterface for further discussion.
goes unstable. In many experimentallyrelevant The theoretical implications of the LCS idea
cases,thesystemrestabilizesinto nonlinearfinger- for cellularpatternscan best be seenin connec-
like patternswhere the curvaturecorrections at tion with the secondmain objectiveof this paper.
the tips from the Gibbs—Thomsonequation are That is to presenta detailedtheory for a particu-
very small. In this caseit seemsplausiblethat we lar class of steadystate solutions — both finite
can againapply the CS stability requirementlo- amplitudecells andcells with deepgrooves— for
cally in the tip region. This implies that the tip which a very simple (and, in some limits, exact)
positionsof stable non-linearpatternsshould move analysiscan becarried out [26].
up relativeto the steadystateposition of the plane The finite amplitude shapesare solutions re-
(towardshigher temperature,where less impurity semblingthosein fig. Ia, butwherethe concentra-
is rejected at the interface) until the impurity tion field remainsessentiallyone-dimensionaland
concentrationjust in front of thesenearly planar dominatedby the simpleexponentialfall-off found
tips once again falls in the stable single phase at the planarinterface,even thoughthe interface
region. itself is far from planar. The theoretical analysis

A quantitativetreatmentof this ideais given in becomesexactin the limit that the partitioncoef-
section 3. There we introduce a dimensionless ficient k —s 0~,where the solid rejects almost all
parameter~ which providesa direct measureof impurities, but we will provide evidencethat this
the local constilutionalsupercooling(LCS) condi- branchcanbe accuratelycalculatedperturbatively
tion at the tip in terms of the tip position z~, for small but realistic valuesof k, say k ~ 0.15. A
linearly related to ~. To avoid supercooling,we wide range of other parameterscan be studied,
need ~ � 0. It is natural to conjecture that the including, in particular, Pécletnumbersof order
operatingpoint in realexperimentsis close to the unity.
regionthat requiresthe least forward motion, i.e., We also analyze a branch of solutions with
where ~ 0. We refer to this proposedselection deepgrooves,resemblingthe onesin fig. lb or fig.
criterion as the LCS criterion. Equationssimilar to 2, using what is essentiallya modern and more
the LCS criterion have in fact beenusedbefore, rigorous version of a classical approach long
particularly in the dendritic regime found at still studiedby material scientists[2,3]. The idea is to
higher pulling velocity, or smaller temperature approximatethe fingerlike solutionsin two differ-
gradient [2,22—25].However, the earlier deriva- ent regions — in the tip region and in the deep
tions relied on somewhatad-hoc matchingargu- grooves,andthensomehowjoin thesedescriptions
ments, and they attemptedto predict a unique together in an intermediate“matching region”
pattern spacing for a given set of experimental below the tip.
conditions, rather than determinewhich members To carry out this program, of which a brief
of a family of solutions might be stable.To our descriptionappearedin ref. [26], we first examine
knowledge, the derivation and interpretation of the interfaceshapein the grooves.Away from the
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tip we can exploit thestraightnessandnarrowness her solutions and the experimentalpatterns.Un-

of the groovesto give a systematicperturbation fortunately, here the limitations in the matching
treatmentof the interfaceshape.Theseresultscan methodsbecomeapparent.We hadexpectedthat
be directly comparedto experiment.When curva- our steadystateanalysiswould producea bandof
ture effectscan be neglected,the solution we find permitted solutions, of which only somenarrow
reducesto the classical Scheil shapes[2,3,27,28]. region would be experimentallystable. However,
However, we derive new terms [26,29] involving it turns out that all the solutions that we can

the curvature that are essentialto describehow calculate perturbatively have wavelengthsmuch
the interfacebendsaway from the nearly straight smaller than experiment, by about an order of
Scheilshapesandthus can smoothlyjoin sometip magnitude.
solution. Our (lowest order) description of the Onemight be inclined to attributemuch of this
groove region should be quite accuratein many discrepancyto lack of knowledgeof precisevalues
cases,andcan be improved systematically. for experimentalparametersor oversimplifications

Our treatment of the other two aspectsof the in the theoreticalmodel (e.g., a purely two-dimen-
matching approachturns out to be less generally sional model is assumed,while de Cheveigneet al.
valid, though it doesaccuratelydescribea particu- [8] haveshownthereis asignificant dependencein

lar branchof steadystatesolutions. In essence,we the experimentalthreshold velocity on cell thick-
use the upper portion of the finite amplitude ness).
solutions discussedabove to describethe region However, the matching approachis basedon
close to the tip. Then, in the experimentallyrele- an expansionfor fixed velocity V away from the
vant casewhere the groovesremain narrow even � = 0 fingerlike solution with vanishingly small

rathernearthe tip, it seemsveryplausible, follow- grooveswidth, i.e., that solution with the smallest
ing Dombre and Hakim [10], to assume there possiblewavelength. This is indicated in fig. 3,
existsjust belowthe tip a single “matching region” where the dashedline correspondsto thesemini-
whereboth the tip and tail solutions can be con- mumwavelengthsolutionsasa function of V. The

nectedtogether, thus producing a globally accep- small e solutions accessiblewith this expansion,
table solution [30]. Dombre andHakim [10] intro- indicated by arrows, are seento fall outside the
duceda systematicasymptoticmatching procedure planar instability band calculated using the same
that yields a perturbationexpansionwhosesmall (theoretical) parametervalues. Thus our previous
parameter,e, equals the width of the grooves in discussion strongly suggests that the solutions
the matching region relative to the patternwave- found with this expansioncan all be expectedto
length. As —s 0, the matching method gives an be unstable. The longer wavelength solutions
essentiallyexact treatmentof this branchof solu- selectedin experiment lie well within the planar
tions with deepgrooves, instability band.

The solutionsthis methodproducesillustrate in Indeed, the experimentally selected solutions
a very clear way two central themesthat recent have sufficiently long wavelengthsA that curva-
work in DS hasestablished:(i) thecritical impor- ture corrections from the Gibbs—Thomsonequa-

tanceof the surfacetensiontermsin the interface tion arevery small nearthe tips. (The curvatureis
boundarycondition in setting theoverall scaleof roughlyproportional to A - in thecellularregime.)
interfacepatternsand(ii) theexistenceof afamily In such a case,we expectour LCS stability crite-

of steadystatesolutionswith varying wavelengths, non = 0 should apply as a good approximation
Although somenumericalwork is required, corn- to them. In contrast, the small e solutions ob-

putations are sufficiently fast and simple that the tamed by the matching method have ~ of 0(1)
effects of varying a wide range of experimental and much smaller wavelengthsA, and for them,
parameterscan easily be studied, curvatureeffectsaremuchmore important.

In addition to the above, mainly pedagogical. The simplest interpretation of all thesefacts is
virtues we now have the opportunity to make that the matching theory describesa branch of
direct comparisonsbetweenour finite Pécletnum- steady state solutions that is different from the
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experimentallyrelevantone. We arguebelow that dendrite-likebehavior. In this case,the Saffman—
this is thecase,and identify thecritical stepin the Taylor branch contradicts physical intuition in
matching theory that may lead us to find (only) that cellsat small undercoolingsare thin and cells
the unstablebranch. This appearsto be an un- at large undercoolingwide, and there are several
avoidable consequenceof the basic assumption indicationsthat theexperimentallyrelevantbranch
that there exists a single matching region, con- is thedendrite-likeone. Seesection10 for further
trolled by thegroove width �, which can be made details,
arbitrarily small. As a result, the predicted values Thus, despitethe fact that our matching theory
of ~ for small c are0(1), whereasLCS leadsus to does not seem to describereal experimentalpat-
expect that ~ 0! Thus if experimental tips do terns, it is not without interest, The theory does
have ~ 0, then they will he inaccessibleby the accuratelydescribea branch of highly nonlinear
present matching approach. Unfortunately, it is steady statesolutions. It clearly focusesattention
also not easy to see how the matching methods on a numberof unresolvedissuesthat so far have
can be modified to apply in thecase~ 0. remained largely unnoticed, And it was through

The fact that the cell shapeswe can calculate examinationof the experimentalshortcomingsof
perturbatively havewavelengthmuch smaller than the matchingpredictions that we were first led to
theselectedonesalso bearsdirectly on other theo- the simple LCS stability criterion, which we cx-

retical results.As mentionedabove, a number of pect to apply reasonably well to experimental
studies [11—13,29,31] haveexploited the fact that cellular patterns. If this is borne out, the LCS
in the small Péclet number limit, the directional criterion will also be a useful guide in assessing

solidification problems can be formally mapped the relevanceof theoreticalcell shapesto experi-
onto the viscous fingering problem, for which ments.
shapeselection is well understood.Wide viscous Before turning to the detailed calculations, let
fingers(i.e. thosewith narrow “grooves”) are cor- us summarizeour main resultsandconclusionsfor
rectly describedby the perturbativemethodsdc- the matchingsolutions.
veloped by Dombre and Hakim [101, and they (1) For systemswith small k, we can calculate
correspond,loosely speaking,to the large surface thepropertiesof aparticular continuousbranchof

tension limit, On the other hand, while most cx- steady state solutions describing cellular profiles
perimentallyobservedsolidification cells typically with deep narrow grooves. The Péclet number

do have narrow grooves,at the same time they dependenceof these solutions is weak, and for
havesmall enough tip curvaturethat surfaceten- p -~ 0 they reduce to the Saffman—Taylor-like

sion effects can be viewed as a small correction, solutions found earlier by Dombre and Hakim
This seems to contradict the simple mapping [10]. The variation in wavelengthof this branch is
[12,10,29,31] onto the viscous fingering problem, parametrizedin the matching theory by the rela-

which associatesnarrow grooveswith largesurface tive groove width c nearthe tip, or, more conveni-
tensioneffects.Therefore,evenin thesmall Péclet ent to experiment, by the dimensionless LCS
numberlimit, we believethat experimentalfingers parameter~ giving the tip position (seesections9
may well belongto a different branch,andone to and10, and fig. 13).
which the formal analogy to the viscous fingering (2) A fundamentalassumptionself-consistently
problem doesnot apply. This will be discussedin satisfiedby these solutions is the existenceof a

detail in section 10. single matching region controlled by the small
It is interestingto note that a similar situation parameterc where deep narrow grooves can be

hasbeenarguedto occur for dendritic growth in a matched to a particular classof finite amplitude
channel[321. which may be viewed as the limit of cellular solutions describing the fingertip region.
vanishing temperaturegradient in DS. Here, two These finite amplitude solutions havewavelength

branchesof steady statesolutions arebelieved to lying outside theplanarinstability band andevolve
exist [33], a Saffman—Taylor like branch and a from the (infinitesimal amplitude)neutrally stable
different onethat for wide channelsreducesto free modes forming the short wavelengthside of the
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planar instability band (i.e. the left hand solid makessystematicmany of the earlier approaches
curve in fig. 3). These solutions have a regular usedby material scientists[2,3], the mathematical
expansionin powersof k. The fingerlike solutions techniques(asymptotic matching [30]) as well as
with narrow grooves (small ) resulting from the the resultsandtheir implicationsdo not appearto

matching also havewavelengthslying outside the be widely known in this community. We will thus
planar instability band and havevalues of ~ of attempt to give a pedagogicaland ratherdetailed
orderunity (seesections9 and 10). account of them here, which also will focus on

(3) Most numerical studies, using the same their limitations. We also give somedetails about
two-dimensional model we consider here, find preliminary steps involving the introduction of

narrow-groovedfingerlike patterns,but with wave- dimensionlessunits and other notational matters,
length lying inside the planar instability band, since different conventions adopted by various
These solutions are found well above threshold authorshavecausedsomeconfusion in the litera-
and evolve from small amplitude cells with wave- ture. Readerswho are familiar with the problem

lengths lying inside the planar instability band, and who are only interestedin the main results
presumablyrelatedfor small k to thecells studied and their implications can proceed directly to
by Sivashinsky[16] and others. The latter bifur- sections3, 6, 7.4, 9 and 10,
cate off from the center of the planar instability The plan of the paper is the following. In
band (indicatedby the squarein fig. 3), and do section 2, we review the equationsfor directional
not havea regulark expansion.Thecontrastwith solidification. We use a simple two-dimensional

the matchingsolutions discussedin (1) is evident model, the one-sided(solutal) model [ii, which is
(seesection10). still realistic enough to compareto experiments,

(4) Most experimentalpatternsalso havenar- and which has been extensively studied numeri-
row grooves,but with wavelengthlying inside the cally. In this model, convection in the liquid is

planar instability band. In the few caseswhere ignored and the imposed temperaturegradient is
experimentaldataon the tip position is available, assumedto be unaffectedby the latent heat re-
small values of ~ are found, in qualitative agree- leasedor by changesin the interfaceshape.These
ment with the LCS stability criterion ~ 0. This often are ratheraccurateapproximations.We gen-
implies that the tips of experimentally selected erally ignorediffusion in thesolid, taking the limit
patterns havemoved up substantially in the tern- where thediffusion constantratio /3 DS/D tends

perature gradient relative to the planar position to zero. Contrary to the conclusion the casual
(seesection 10 and fig. 13). readermight get from ref. [34], we arguethat the

(5) In contrast,thematchingsolutionsfor small one-sidedmodel offers an accuratedescriptionof
e have~ of orderunity, i.e. their tips remainclose manyfeaturesof interfacepatternsseenin realis-
to the planarposition. More detailedexperimental tic systemswith /3 small but non-zero.However,a
measurementsof ~ would be extremelyuseful to notable exceptionwhere the one-sidemodel must
determine the accuracy of the LCS ideas (see break down is in the reentrantpart of the bubble
section 10). closure in fig. lb. This will be discussedin ap-

(6) The analysisof Breneret a]. [33] for crystal pendicesB and C.
growth in a channel, as well as arguments by In section 3, we give a detailed discussionof
Ungar and Brown [4], again suggesttheexistence the LCS stability criterion, togetherwith its limi-
of a branchof steadystatesolutions in DS other tations. In section4, we discussthevariousdimen-
than the ST branch.The analytic mapping of the sional parametersthat characterizea DS experi-
p —s 0 DS equations to the ST problem breaks ment. and the fundamentaldimensionlessratios

down neartheLCS line ~ 0. Thus we arguethat that most theories use. We choosea length scale
the matching solutions lie on a different, and essentially equal to the (lower) neutral stability
physically irrelevant, branch of steadystatesolu- wavelength A~(the left-hand solid line in fig. 3),
tions for DS (seesection 10). and argue that this scaling facilitates comparison

While the matching ideas used in this paper betweentheoryandexperiment.In particular, this
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scaling helps us assessthe relative importanceof a multiple-valuedor reentrantinterfacewherethis
the curvaturecorrectionsin the Gibbs—Thomson approximationmust breakdown.
boundarycondition at the tips of real experimen- Most systemswith small /3 also haverelatively
tal patterns and hencethe accuracyof the LCS small values of the partition coefficient k, since
condition. In section5, we derive exactequations impurities that do not diffuse well in the solid
expressingflux conservationwhichserveasa use- tend to be rejected on solidification, Thus the
ful starting point to yield approximationsfor the limit of small /3 andk analyzedhere is relevant to

tail (section6) and for the tip (section 7). After a many experiments.The main exceptionconcerns
discussion of the behavior of the resulting finite liquid crystals, where both /3 and k are of order
amplitude cellular solution in section 7, we then unity [19]. Here the deep grooved patterns of
turn in section 8 to the asymptoticmatchinganal- primary interestto us in this paperare usually not
ysis which yields approximateshapeexpressions found,

for cells with deep grooves.The results of this At the interface we assume local thermody-
analysisarepresentedin section9, while in section namic equilibrium asgiven by the Gibbs—Thom-
10 we discuss in detail the implications of our son equation, so that the temperatureat an inter-
results andhow they compareto experimentsand facewith impurity concentrationc, andcurvature

other theoreticalwork. ic (taken positive when the solid bulges into the
liquid) is

T~(c,K) = TL(c,)(l -dK) (2.2)
2. Equations for the one-sidedmodel

_ TM — mLc, — TMd,c. (2.3)

We consider the typical experimental setup Here TL(c/) is the (liquidus) temperaturefor a
wherea thin ampouleinitially filled with a binary planarinterface with impurity concentrationc as
melt with impurity concentration c~ is pulled given by the phasediagram.(The subscript i will
through a temperature gradient establishedby in generaldenotea quantityevaluatedat the inter-
fixed hot and cold contacts.The gradientis large face; we use a superscript s to denote the solid
enoughthat solidification must occur as the melt phase.)In (2.3) we haveassumeda simple linear
is pulled from the hot to the cold region of the phasediagram asin fig. 4a, appropriatefor dilute
cell. The impurity concentration c in the melt solutions,and expandedabout thepuresolvent at

obeysthediffusion equation

= D V2c, (2.1) ~ z~

where c tendsto c~ far in front of the interface. T
1 --

In principle, thereis a similar equationin thesolid 0 ME

involving Ds, the diffusion constantin the solid. L~ LT

However, for mostmetallic or plasticcrystalsolid- 0 0 uo~l

ification systemsthe diffusion constantratio /3 C

D~/D is of order of or smaller than 102, andin
many expressionsit is a good approximation to Is) )b)

ignore diffusion in thesolid entirely, thus arriving Fig. 4. (a) Phase diagram illustrating the various temperature

at theone-sidedmodel, with D~’ 0. The one-sided and concentration parameters defined in the text. (b) Phase

model is much simpler to treat analytically, and diagram in terms of the dimensionless concentralion variable
we find that il offers an accuratedescription of u. Along the vertical axis, the temperature has been eliminated

in favor of the height variable z with the aid of (2.6). The
many featuresof interfacepatternsseenin realis- . . . . .

position ~= is the point where T = in (a). and z = 0
tic systems with /3 small but non-zero. In ap- denotes the steady state planar interface position where c~=

pendicesB and C we discusscasessuchas that of kc0.
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(a) (b) in d(0) is much larger. However, unlike what is
MELT believed to be the case for free dendritic growth

~ [37], anisotropyis not an essentialfeaturefor the
existenceof steadystatepatternsin DS. Thus, for

-dz - ds notational simplicity in the equationsthat follow,~fl we considerthecasea4 = 0 or cI= ci~,althoughwewill also report someresults of calculations with

a4 nonzero.
A secondboundarycondition expresseslocal

0 X
conservationof impurities:

Fig. 5. Illustration of our coordinate conventions.

= —D(A . vc),. (2.5)

Here fr~is the normal componentof the interface
TM to first order in c and ic, with [36] mL velocity, ~c, c~— c~the “impurity surplus” re-
dT1/dcj. jected into the liquid as the interface advances,

Strictly speaking,if crystal growth is to occur, and (ñ Vc)4 the normal componentof the con-
there must be some kinetic undercooling[1], but centration gradient at the interface, Eq. (2.5)
this is usually very small for growth in thecellular equatesthe rate at which impurities arerejectedat
regime. The local equilibrium assumption (2.3) the interface to the diffusion flux into the liquid.
generally produceslittle quantitative error and is Again we haveassumedthat the one-sidedmodel
standardfor the theoreticalmodel studied herein, is accurate,andignoredany diffusion flux into the

See, however, section 10 for some remarksabout solid.
the possible importance of interface kinetics in We assumethat the contacts set up a linear
certain limiting cases. temperaturegradient,thus neglectingthegenerally

Surfacetensioncorrectionsshowup in the term small correctionsdue to latent heatgeneratedat
clic in (2.3). For cubic crystals, we assume the the interface. Then the temperature field in a
specific form y(O) = ‘i’0(l + a4 cos40) for the an- framewhere thecontactsareat rest is simply
gular dependentsurfacefree energy,but our re-

T=1~+Gz, (2.6)
sults can easily be generalizedto arbitrary ‘y(O).
Here 0 is the anglebetweenthe interface normal where 7~is a referencetemperature(chosenlater

and the z axis, which is taken along the pulling to equal that of the steadystateplanar interface)
direction, Seefig. 5. The quantity d(0) appearing andG the imposedtemperaturegradient.Evaluat-
in (2.2) and (2.3) is proportionalto y + d

2y/d02. ing (2.6) in the liquid at the interfaceandcombin-
andcan be written [37] ing with (2.3) gives an equation describing the

= c1
0(l — a4 cos40). (2.4) variation of the impurity concentrationasa func-

tion of interface position andcurvature,
Here d0 y1~/L is the intrinsic capillary length,
with L the latent heatper unit volume and a4= c~= c0 — (G/m1)z,— (~)TM/mL)K, (2.7)
15i~4for thespecific form of ‘y(O) assumedabove, wherec0 is the liquidus concentrationat tempera-
In most materials d0 is of the order of atomic ture 7~.In thesameway, we can derive an equa-
dimensions, and hence much smaller than the tion for the concentrationc;” in the solid at the
radius of curvature of typical interface patterns, interface,Using (2.7), the result can bewritten
Nevertheless,thecurvaturecorrection in (2.3) will

c~=kc,, (2.8)
turn out to play an important role in establishing
theoverall scaleof patternsfound in a DS experi- where, for the simple linear phasediagram of fig.
ment. Although the anisotropya4 in the surface 4, the partition coefficientk is a constant,
tension is generallyrathersmall (of theorderof a
few percentor less), we see that theanisotropya4 k = mL/mS. (2.9)
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Graphically, k is the ratio of the liquidus to the Here
solidusslopes.

We are interestedin steadystate solutions of u, — u~= u, — k(u, — I) (2.17a)

(2.1), (2.5) and(2.7) andnote that thepatternsare = 1 — (i — k)(z,/l~
1-— d1K), (2.17b)

stationary in a frame where the contacts are at
rest, i.e., a frame moving at velocity V in the +~ is the dimensionless“impurity surplus” and we

direction with respectto matterin thesample.We have used (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) to arrive at
usethis moving framein all that follows. For such (2.17b). Eq. (2.15) follows directly from (2.7) and
stationary patterns V~= Vcos 0 (see fig. 5), and introducestwo fundamentallengths [38]: the ther-
the left-handside of (2.1) evaluatedin themoving mal length.
framebecomes— V ac/az.

m1~c0/G, (2.18)
The simplestsolution of the steadystateequa-

tions describesa planar interface, for which the and the chemicalcapillary length,
concentrationfield satisfies

dO~d~TM/mL~c~. (2.19)
c = (c0 — c~)e ~ + c~. (2.10)

Herewe havechosenz = 0 as the location of the The chemical capillary length d0 is normally
planar interface, where by definition c- = c~1and much larger than d0. From (2.15) and (2.13) we

= J~,anddefinedthe diffusion length see that the temperatureT~at z = l~-is such that
the liquidus concentrationequals cc~,while from

‘I) D/V. (2.11) (2.12) the temperature7~and the location z = 0 is

To determinec0 in termsof experimentalparame- fixed by the requirement that the solidus con-
ters, we useeq. (2.5) andfind centrationequalsc,~.See fig. 4a,Note from (2.15)

= icc0 = ~. (2.12) that the equation for the liquidus line in the
modified phasediagram in fig. 4b is

Thus the planar interface is locatedat that point
in thecell wherethe impurity concentrationincor- uL(z) = 1— z/l~-. (2.20)
porated into the solid, kc~,equals the limiting Since the curvature ,c1 is greaterthan zero at the
impurity concentrationc~.This global conserva-
tion condition is required for steady stateplanar tip of a solidification pattern, and we expect no
growth. Seefig. 4 “concentration deficits” with u <0 in front of a

We use the planar solution to help define a steadystatepattern, eq. (2.15) shows that the tip

dimensionlessconcentrationfield, u, scaledso that position z1 of any suchpatternis suchthat z~< l-~.In the next section we discuss the LCS stability
typical variationsare of orderunity: criterion that sets an approximatehound on the
u (c — c~)/~c0, (2.13) position z1 of manyexperimentalpatterns.

where, using (2.12), 4~1c() c0 — c~= c0 — ~. When diffusion in the solid can be ignored, we
Clearly U1) = I and u~= 0 from (2.12), and in can relate the concentrationfield in the solid to
general u = 0 far in front of the interface.Seefig. that “frozen in” at the interface above. In the

4h, where the phasediagram is replotted in terms steadystate.eqs. (2.8) and(2.13) then imply
of the variable u and the position z in the cell, us(x, z) = k [u( x, z, (x)) — II, (2.21)

using (2.6).
Eqs.(2.1), (2.3) and(2.5) in thesteadystatecan where u(x, z(x)) = u gives the concentrationin

then he put into the reducedform [1,261 the melt at interface position z1(x). As a result,

i au we needexplicitly consideronly the field u in the
vu + = 0, (2.14) liquid andat the interface,as in eqs. (2.14)—(2.16).

Ii) a~
u, = I — :,/l-~— d~,c. (2.15) Clearly, however (2.21) must break down if we

have a multiple valued or reentrant interface,
cos0 = —l15[i~ - vuI,. (2.16) where for a given x thereare two or more values
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of z,(x). This is discussedin appendicesB and C, where we define a basic dimensionlesscontrol
but for now we will assumethe patternsaresuch parameterv:
that thereexistsa single-valuesinterfacefor which
the one-sidedmodel with Ds = 0 remains accu- ~ = Vm

1&0/GD. (3.2)
rate, Note that v is directly proportional to thevelocity

V. The usual CS criterion for instability of the
planefollows from (3.1) where we note that global

3. Interface stability and constitutional supercool- conservation requirementsforce the plane to be
ing locatedat z, = 0, whereZlu, = 1. (Seefig. 4b or eq.

(2.17b) and thediscussionafter eq. (2.12).) Thus.
The first successful stability criterion for a as V is increasedthe planar interface at z = 0 is

planar interface in DS was basedon the idea of predictedto be stableuntil a critical value of V is
constitutional supercooling[1—3]. As suggestedin reachedsuch that

the introduction, we can argue as follows. The (.5
phasediagram (see fig. 4a) applies to stationary ‘i = 1. (3.3)

planar interfaces and delineatesthe two phase
region between the liquidus and solidus curves This criterion is surprisingly accurate, given the
wherea stable(one-phase)liquid at a particular T simplicity of theCS argument.For materialswith
and c cannot exist. The basic idea of constitu- small k, the fundamentallinear stability analysis
tional supercooling(CS) is [1—3] that in thesteady [11 predictsonly small changesin thecritical value

state we can assumelocal equilibrium and apply of v. i.e., i’~ I. At the very least, the CS theory
thesesamethermodynamicconceptsto themoving provides a very useful “rule of thumb” for esti-
planar interfaceand to the meltjust in front of the mating planar interface stability [1].
interface. This idea was implicit in rewriting the However, the argumentsleading to (3.1) seem
phasediagramas a function of z in fig. 4h. nearly as plausible asbefore when applied locally

In general, we assume local thermodynamic to themelt in front of the tip of many(non-planar)

equilibrium at the interface by using the Gibbs— patterns,provided that the curvature corrections
Thomson boundary condition (2.15). Constitu- in (2.15) are small. In particular, we needto use
tional supercoolingmakesthevery plausibleasser- only theboundaryconditions (2.15) and(2.16) and
tion that themoving planar interface remainssta- the local symmetry in the tip region(nearly planar,

ble as long as themelt just in front of the interface with 0~= 0) to arrive at (3.1) with ~u, = ~u1, the
also satisfies the thermodynamicrequirement for impurity surplus at the tip. When curvaturecor-
single phase stability: the concentration there rections to ~u1 in (2.17b) are small, eq. (3.1) can

should not fall into the two phaseregion of the he reexpressedas
phasediagram. (v—i)— (1 — k)z~/li4~ 0. (3.4)

Since the concentrationat the interface is on

the liquidus line from (2.15),the CS condition for Eq. (3.4) predicts that the tip position z~of
stability of the liquid just in front of the interface stable patternswith v> I must move up in the
reduces to the following requirement. The (dy- cell, relative to the planarposition at z = 0, until
namical) gradient jdu/dz = L\u,//r) determined the smaller impurity surplus ~u1 allows (3.1) or
from the boundarycondition (2.16) must not cx- (3.4) to hold true. It is natural to conjecture that
ceed the liquidus slope Idu /dz I = I//T given in the operatingpoint in real experimentsshould be
fig. 4b or eq. (2.20),wherethe temperaturedepen- close to the one that requires the least forward
dence of the phase diagram in fig. 4a is reex- motion, i.e., the region where ~‘ 0. We refer to
pressedasa function of position z in thecell, This this condition as theLCS criterion.
criterion can be reexpressedas Note also that just as the Mullins--Sekerka

instability of the plane is a finite wavenumber
v(iu,) ~ 1. (3.1) instability [1], we expect that the instability of
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cells predicted by LCS for ~ � 0 actually corre- As we will see in the rest of this paper, the
sponds to a finite wavenumberinstability [39]. condition ~ 0 will also haveimportant implica-
This is indeedconfirmed by a morecareful analy- tions for the validity of variousmatching theories
sis [21], which also shows that the LCS criterion for DS. To analyzethesequestionsin more detail,

= 0 givesan upperbound to the distancez that we first discuss in the next section a choice of
the tips of patternshave to move up to regain length scalein the theory that renderseqs. (2.14)—
stability. For a periodic array of cells with ~ 0, (2.16) dimensionless.Our choice will be particu-
we envision that the instability in practice corre- larly useful in helping to determinethe relative
spondsto amode in which someof thecells move importance of the curvature terms in (2.15) and
up slightly, while others stay behind and subse- hencetheapplicability of the LCS criterion.
quently getpinchedoff.

Ref. [21] also shows that curvaturecorrections
neglectedin LCS becomemoreimportant at larger

v. Indeed corrections to the LCS picture must 4. Experiments and theoretical parameters
surely be taken into account at large v> 1/k
(usually in the dendritic regime), since(3.4) com-
binedwith (2.15) would then predict z >

1T’ thus There are many parametersthat can be varied
implying an unphysical“concentrationdeficit” at in a directional solidification experiment. The
the tip with ti <0. However, for small k and v in choiceof the solventandimpurity systemfixes the
the cellular regime, correctionsto LCS appearto material parametersk,. I~,, d

0, D and mL. In
be small, principle, one can still vary the limiting impurity

Of course, theseargumentsare only suggestive, concentrationin the melt c~, the temperature
The LCS condition (3.4) is not exact,even for the gradient G, andthepulling velocity V, to produce
plane at z = 0. However, in that case we can a variety of patterns, whose properties can be
compareits predictionsto thoseof an exact linear characterizedin terms of the parameters

1iJ~ ~-1-

stability analysis.For materialswith small parti- and d
0 given in eqs. (2.14)—(2.16).We consider

tion coefficient andsmall /3 = D.,/D it doesgive a herethe usualexperimentalset up wherec~and
very accurateestimate.Similarly, we expect that G are fixed and V is increasedabove the threshold
the linear stability analysisof the fingertip region velocity 1~to produce instabilities in the planar
of many nonlinear patterns would agree rather interface.
well with the predictions of (3.4). We hope this In suchan experiment,the choiceof c~fixes c0
will be investigatedin the future. Measurementsof andthe location z = 0 from eqs.(2.11) and(2.12),
the tip temperaturesimilar to those by Esakaand as well as the chemicalcapillary length d0 from
Kurz [40] yield all the necessaryinformation to eq. (2.19). Choosing G then determinesthe ther-
determinei’ (seesection 10 for a more detailed mal length ‘T from eq. (2.18). As V is increased,
discussionof theseexperiments), the diffusion length I~= D/ V decreasesat fixed

As shown in appendix D, one can define a d0 and
1T’ We are interestedin propertiesof the

measureof constitutional supercoolingfor a gen- periodic cellular patternsthat emerge, in particu-

eral point near the interface of a fingerlike pat- lar their wavelength A and parametersthat char-
tern, although the analogy to the planar case is acterize their shapesuch as the tip position and
lesscompellingwhen 0, is non-zero.Using this, we thegroovewidth,

can establishthegeneralvalidity of the frequently We can chooseone of the four lengths d
0,

1T’

madeassumption[2,25,281 that the constitutional ~ and A (or somecombination thereof)asa unit
supercoolingin thegroovesis small. However, this of length and thus characterizethe results of an
fact placesno constraintson theabsolutelocation experimentin termsof fundamentaldimensionless

of thepatternin theexperimentalcell, In contrast, ratios. The following choicesareoften made.
the requirementof small supercoolingnearthe tip One basic control parameter ii describeshow
with ~‘, 0 doesapproximatelyfix z~. far the system is from the instability threshold; it
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hasalreadybeenmentionedin section3, wherewe Except for the very flat part of the curve in fig. 3
defined extremelynear threshold,which we do not con-

sider henceforth,A is essentiallyindependentof
= Vm

1~~c12/GD. (4.1) thevalueof thepartition coefficient k (at leastfor

small k) and is accuratelyapproximatedby A,(k
Since the constitutional supercooling instability

= 0) A~where[41]
criterion v~= I is usually very accurate,we can
think of v as the ratio of thepulling velocity V to PdOID 1/2

the threshold velocity fr~.The cellular regime of A
1~= 2~(~j) . (4.3)

interest to us in this paper is found at larger v
with v — I of 0(1); at still larger pulling speeds (This result arises[1] when one considersa small

v ~ 10 a dendritic regimeis usually found. We will interface perturbation of the form exp(iqx + cat);

not considerthe latter regimein this paper. by definition q., 2~/A~satisfiesw(q~)= 0.) Thus
The resulting patterns are often characterized a scalerelated to A1~ seemsappropriate. In the

by the Pécletnumberp, where following, we takethehalf wavelengthA~/2as the
unit of length. Measuredin theseunits, the dimen-

A AV
= -~-~ (4.2) sionlesshalf wavelengtha (A/2)/(A~,/2)of the

experimentalpatternsof de Cheveignéet al. [8] is
somesmall multiple of unity. We expectthis result

relates the scale of the pattern (the half wave- to be true for most experiments,wherewe assumelength) to /~. the typical range of the diffusion that theselectedpatternshavewavelengthsfalling

field in front of the tips. Experimentalcells can within the planar instability hand towards the
havePécletnumbersas largeas 0(1). left-hand side. Note from (4.3) the well-known

Theseratios [38] arisenaturally in the resulting result that the experimentalpatternsare found on
dimensionlessequationswhen l~ is chosenas the

a length scale that is intermediate between the
unit of length.Another commonchoicein theoret-
ical work is A itself. Howeverboth of thesechoices, (usually small) scale d

0 set by surface tensionforcesand a macroscopicscale‘T or
while perfectly consistentandoffering sometheo- Our basicequations(2.14)—(2.16),written with
retical advantages,can causesomeinconvenience A~/2as unit of length, then have the dimension-

when comparingtheory andexperiment.Thus the lessform
choice I~-~gives a scale that is not obviously the

size of a typical pattern.
(4.4)On the other hand, thechoice A gives a length

scale that by definition is the size of a pattern. pjiu,) cos 0 = —(h - vu),, (4.5)

However, conceptuallythis is somewhatdissatisfy-
p / v—I

ing since that scale is not fixed in advance: the ~ — — —~-~ ~, + —k i, (4.6)
prediction of A is actually a goal of the analysis. ‘ — P ~ )
With this choice it becomes natural to report

wherewe havedefined
theoretical results in terms of a dimensionless
parametera relating the surface tension to the ~ AY~/2/~~. (4.7)
pattern wavelength. See eq. (9.1) below. Using
this, it is possible to extract the actual (dimen- in analogy to the usual Péclet number p. in eq.
sional) value of A. (4.2). In general we use the subscripts to denote

We make here anotherchoice of length scale quantities associatedwith the stability length. It
which avoids some of these problems. As il- should not he confused with the superscript s
lustratedby fig. 3, most experimentalcellular pat- denotingthe solid. Note that p = p~a.(To obtain
terns have wavelengthsA that are some small the correspondingequations used in our earlier
multiple of the (lower) neutralstability wavelength work [21,26] with the half wavelength A/2 taken
A~evaluated at the appropriatepulling velocity, asunit of length,replacein theaboveequationsp~
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by p and ~r2 a,, by a, as defined in eq. (9.1) pendentof the position of the segment,since no
below.) net flux can escapethrough the vertical lines of

For simplicity in notation, we do not indicate symmetry. Seefig. 5.

by a special symbol in eqs. (4.4)—(4.7) and those Using the notation of (4.4)—(4.6), a dimension-
that follow that the coordinatesx and z are now less measureof this integratedflux in the melt for
dimensionless,with At?,/2 as unit of length. The z > z. with z~the tip position of a pattern, is
presenceof otherdimensional(e.g., l~and lr) or

a ~au\ (5.2)
dimensionless(e.g., p,,, v) parametersin the equa- F(z) = f dx( u
tions themselveswill indicate the proper dimen- 0 ~ )‘
sionsto assignto the coordinates,Note also that where z denotes the segmentposition, a is, as
throughout this paper, A and A~will always de- before, the dimensionlesshalf wavelength,andwe
note the dimensional wavelengths,whereasa de-

have noted that vu- 2 = au/az. Far in front of
notes the dimensionlesshalf wavelengthof a pat-

the interfacewe know that u = au/az= 0, so con-
tern.

servationof impurities in the steadystaterequires
Finally note that in experimentswhere the

that F(z) = 0 everywhere.If we consideran arbi-selectedwavelengthsfall inside theplanarinstabil-

ity band, we have a> 1, The curvatureat the tip trary line segmentwhosevertical position z satis-fies z < z~we havesimilarly
of these patterns is very roughly given by a~.
(This estimate is exact for fingers of vanishing au
groove width whose tips are semicircles.) The F(z) = 0 = ( dx(u +~~1~)

“0 \
curvature correction term in (4.6) is thus ap-

a
proximately given by (v—1)p,,/(vir2a). In the +kf dx[u(x, z,)—11, (5.3)
cellular casewe have ~i — I of 0(1), and usually
p~~ 1, so curvature effects are numerically small
in (4.6), unlessthe tips havemovedso high that u where we haveusedeq. (2.21) to rewrite the im-
is very nearzero. purity concentrationin the solid in terms of that

found at the fluid interface directly above. Here

x x
1(z) and z~ z,(x) give the interface posi-

tion as functions of z and x, respectively. Dif-5. Flux conseri’ation
ferentiating(5.3) with respectto z gives the exact
result [26]

A study of the impurity flux providesapower-

ful meansof analyzingeqs. (4.4)—(4.6). The (di- dx i — ( au) ] ~ / a~ a
2~

a +f dx(
mensional)impurity flux in the moving frame at dz [ z -~-~-+ p
any point in the fluid is givenby

dx
J= —Dvc— VcI, (5.1) k~(u,1)0. (5.4)

z
wherethefirst term is theusualdiffusion flux, and Eq. (5.4) is thebasis for the tail analysiscarried
the secondis the “convective” flux of impurities out in this paper. It is equivalent to eq. (4.5), as
in our moving reference frame induced by the shown in appendix B, which also discussesthe
constantpulling velocity V in the — z direction. In more general case with /3 D5/D > 0. Our
the solid phase, by ass~umptionD5 = 0, so that strategy is to reexpressquantities involving the
only the secondterm remains, diffusion field in (5.4) in terms of quantities in-

For a spatially periodic steadystatepattern, it volving the interface shape.This generatesan ap-
is clear that the impurity flux in the — z direction proximate differential equation for the interface
(i.e., —J’ z) integratedover any horizontal line shape.Below, we will use (5.4) to derive such an
segmentextendingfrom the centerof a groove to equation for the shapeof the groovesof cellular

the centerof the patternmust be constant, mdc- patterns.
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6. Tail approximation (3.4) gives the LCS stability criterion. (Note that
in (3.4), z~waswritten in dimensionalunits.) For

Eq. (5.4) hastermsinvolving theinterfaceshape our purposeshere, ~ gives information aboutthe
x,(z). This is a convenientrepresentationfor the width of the planartwo phaseregion L~u

1(z),and
interfaceshapedeep in a groove since here the canalso be thoughtof as a dimensionlessmeasure
slopedx1/dz = cot 0 (see fig. 5) is small, Using of vertical distance. As we will see, ~‘ appears
this fact and the narrownessof the groove will repeatedlyin the restof this paper;this is why the
allow us to approximateeq. (5.4) for deepgrooves, ideasof [CS turn out to be of relevanceto the
The method is very general and can be improved matchingtheories.The tail equation(6.4) hasalso
systematically. However, we expect the lowest beenderivedindependentlyby Mashaalet al. [29]
order resultsgiven here to be sufficiently accurate All the approximationsleading to (6.4) can be
to describethegroove regionseenin manyexperi- improved systematically,but the lowest order re-
ments, suit will prove sufficiently accuratefor our pur-

The termsinvolving u, in (5.4) can immediately poseshere.Deep in the grooves,terms involving
be reexpressedin terms of the interface shape the curvaturebecome negligibly small and (6.4)
using the Gibbs—Thomsonequation(4.6). More- reducesto
over, termsinvolving field derivativeslike (au/az),
can also be approximatedaccuratelyby differenti- ~‘ dx,/dz=p,,x,, (6.6)
ating (4.8) since which has thesolution

PSi 2
u,(z) u(x,(z), z) = I — I z + ~ (v — I)KJ, x,(z) = ~ (6.7)Pc

(6.1)
with A0 an integrationconstant.

so that, by the chain rule, Thus as —~ ~ (i.e., z —~ — ~), grooves are
predicted to close as a power law x, z

du, / au \ / au \ 1 dx, where the exponent t = 1/(I — k) dependsonly
-~ = ~ + (6.2) on k and is near unity for small k. This limiting

result hasbeenknown for sometime now, and is= — ~ — v — 1 dK). (6.3) usuallyattributed to Scheil and Hunt [2,27,28].

P~
For a realphysicalsystemwith /3 D

5/D small
For small dx

1/dz we have from (6.2) that but non-zero,(6.7) must eventually becomemac-
(au/az), du1/dz, and similarly, using also the curatesufficiently deepin the groovesbecauseof
narrownessof thegrooves,(a

2u/az2) d2u
1/dz

2. the effectsof diffusion in the solid ignored in the
Finally, for narrow grooves we can approximate one-sidedmodel. (Of course,our assumptionof a
the terms under the integral in (5.4) by their linear phasediagramas in fig. 4 must also become
values at the interface. In this way we find from inaccurate,e.g., at a eutecticpoint, but we do not
(5.4) our basicgrooveequation[26] analyzethis possibility here.)In appendicesB and

dx, / 2 dK C we discusshow the results of this section ared — (I — k)p,,~r2(v 1)tc — rr (v — 1) I modified when /3 is small but non-zeroandderive
dz;

an upper bound to the breakdown distance ~Th
d2K dK beyond which (6.7) cannot be trusted. We also

— x,~2( ~ — 1) — ~ ~- 2( P — 1) ~ make somemore general’remarksabout both the
dz

(6.4) utility andthe limitations of thepredictionsof the
one-sidedmodel,

Here Eq. (6.4) is much moregeneralthan the limiting

Scheil result (6.7). The terms involving the curva-
~=(v-I)—(1-k)p,,z (6.5)

ture in (6.4) are essentialto describethe transition
is thesamequantity that evaluatedat the tip in eq. regionbelow the tip of apatternwherethe nearly
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vertical Scheil shapesmust somehow“bend over” finite amplitude solutions (i.e., solutions without
smoothly and join to tips with larger curvature, deep grooves) for which the diffusion field is
They also play a role near the closure region of nearly one dimensional, i.e., u u(z) only, even
finite depthgrooves, thoughthe interfaceshapeis far from planar.We

Eq. (6.4) is a nonlinearfourth orderdifferential can provide a simple treatmentof such solutions.
equationfor the interfaceshapex1(z), as is easily In the following, zm representsthe minimumvalue
seenby writing thecurvatureas of z~for thesesolutions.

K = _(d2x,/dz2)[I + (dx,/dz)2] -3/2 (6.8) 7.1. Thek — O~limit
It can beeasily seenby direct substitutionthat

After requiring that all solutions reduce to (6.7) in the limit k —f 0~,theone-dimensionalfield
deep in the groovesas —* oc, thereare still two
integrationconstantsleft free to vary [42]. Rca- u(x. z) = uB(z) = B0 e~’~ (7.1)
sonablechoicesfor theseconstantsproducesolu- provides an exact solution both for the diffusion
tions that indeed bend over and resemble the equation(4.4) andtheconservationcondition(4.5),
beginningsof a cell tip [43]. It would be interest- independentof the shapeof the interface [44].
ing to comparethe solutionsof (6.4) to experimen- Given this asymptotic solution to the diffusion
tal grooveshapes,sincewe typically find that the field, onecan then integratethe Gibbs—Thomson
limiting Scheil shapesare accurateonly for rather equation(4.6) in the form
larger. P5 2(p1)K] (7.2)

In order to determinethe integrationconstants B0 e” = 1 — — [z, + rr
P

explicitly, it is necessaryto examinethe region
to derive a variety of interface shapesconsistentcloser to the finger tip where the approximations with this field and hencewith all the DS steady

leading to (6.7) become inaccurate.This occurs stateequations.Our goal is to explorethis particu-
becausethe width of the grooveincreasesand the lar classof tip solutions for which u(x. z) reduces
slope dx1/dz becomesvery large.

to (7.1) in the limit k —~ 0~.To do so,we will first
This cell tip regionis the subjectof the follow-

analyzethe finite amplitudek —s 0+ patternsgiven
ing sections7 and8. Oncean accuratedescription
of the tip regionhasbeenfound,we still havethe by eq. (7.2) and then discusshow thesesolutions

are modified for k small but finite. The use of
problemof combiningthe tip andtail approxima-

thesesolutions to constructthe tip shapeof cells
tions to obtain a globally acceptablesolution. As with deepgroovesis discussedin the next section.
shown in section 8, for a classof solutions with Although the one-dimensional field satisfies
narrowgrooves this canbe carriedout systemati- both eq. (4.4) andeq. (4.5) in the limit k —~ 0e, in
cally by usingthe asymptoticmatchingprocedure order that the solutionsof (7.2) connectsmoothly
introducedby Dombreand Hakim [10].

with thoseat small but finite k we needto impose
an additional global conservationcondition. The
requirement that the total amount of impurities

7. Finite amplitude solutions and tip approxima- left behindin the solid is the sameas the amount
tions

entering through the liquid implies for the one-
sided model that all single-valueinterfaceshapes

The derivation of our tail equation(6.4) was obey a simple and exact condition that is easily
rather general,exploiting only the steepnessand derived from the general flux equation (5.3).
narrownessof the groove,and holdsfor all values Evaluating(5.3) in the solid for z <zm and using
of thepartition coefficientk. However,in order to (4.6), we have for any k> 0 (thus including the
find an equation that holds in the tip region, we limit k —~ 0~)
will further assumethat k is small, which is the

a
usual experimental limit. Small k produces an J z,(x) dx = —17

2(v — I)J i(x) dx. (7.3)
importantsimplification becausethereis a classof o o
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finite amplitude cells of first order equationsparameterizedby the arc-
length s:

~ dz
~ +~-~H-~- = -sin 0, (7.6)

~J •/_J ~ ~/ dx
= —cos 0, (7.7)

dO ~2 (IBoeTh:)zi), (7.8)

= ~“T (, ~,,
dA

= —z, cos 0. (7.9)
~ ~ ~ ___~c-~~

____________________________________________ Eqs.(7.6) and (7.7) expressexactgeometricprop-
2 4 ~ erties of a curve (see fig. 5) and (7.8) reexpresses

X the original equation (7.2). Finally, A in (7.9) is
Fig. 6. Examplesof finite amplitudesolutionsfor p,, = 0.15 and (7.5b) evaluatedat an arbitraryupperlimit s.

= 1.5. The horizontal lines indicate the location of the plane It is most convenientto think of solving these
z = 0.

equations by an iterative process.First pick an
initial guessfor B

0. For fixed B0, we can solve
(7.6)—(7.9)asa simple initial value problem,start-
ing at the minimum and integratingupward. By

The latter integralcanbe evaluatedexactly: definition, theinitial conditionsareXm = 0, Om = 0
and A,, = 0 at the minimum, but we canpick any

s~dO dx _~_ . 0. We then integrate[46] forward to the tip
K(x)dx=f —-_--ds=_f (sin0)ds

ds ds ds (maximum) of the solution where again 0~= 0, and

= sin °m — sin 0. (74) immediately find z, K and x1 a. For fixed B>>,
if z~becomestoo negative the solutions do not

wherewe note from fig. 5 that dx/ds = — cos 0. remainsingle-valued, andwereject them. Further-
Here s is the arc-length and we have used the more, even the single-valuedsolutionswill in gen-

eral not satisfy the equalarearule (7.5). HenceB0
fundamental definition K = dO/ds. For the
single-valuescellular solutionslike thosein fig. Ia,
0,,, = 0~= 0, and(7.3) reducesto [45] finite amplitude cells

fz(x)d
0 x=f’z,(s)~ds=0~ (7.5a)ds ~---~

r~ Uor

A(s1) —f z~(s)cos0 ds=0. (7.5b)

We will refer to this condition as the equalarea
rule, since it shows that for finite amplitude cells

-

theareasaboveandbelow the line z = 0 areequal.
Seefigs. 6 and 7 for examples.Note that with the ~ ,~

sign conventionsof fig. 5, 5~~>s1 in (7.5). x
It is useful both conceptuallyand for practical Fig. 7. Examplesof finite amplitude solutions for i~= 4 and

numericalcalculationsto rewrite (7.2) asa system v=L5.
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must be varied and the integration process re- 0.5

peateduntil (7.5) is also satisfied.Thus, we can
think of B

0 asbeing fixed by the global conserva-
tion requirementA(s) = 0. See figs. 6 and 7 for 0.4

examples.

7.2. Finite amplitudeshapesfor k o + 03

As the discussionabovedemonstrates,eqs.(7.2) 0.2 -

and(7.5) admit a continuousfamily of finite ampli-
tudecellularsolutions,whosehalf wavelengtha is 0 1 -

a continuousfunction of a single parameter[47]
Zm. However, once these solutions have been
found,propertiesof the family canbe reexpressed I I
in otherterms,e.g.,in termsof the dependenceof 2 4 6 8

the wavelengthon the total amplitude, z1 — z , or PECLET NUMBER Ps

on the curvature at the tip K . We now discuss Fig. 8. Relative groove width w/a of cellular patternswith
0 . = ±90°for 04 = 0(0’S) and 04 = 0.3 (~,A). Solidsym-

these finite amplitude solutions in some detail. bols denotedatafor v = 1.5. opensymbolsdatafor v = 4.5

Figs. 6 and 7 shows some examplesfor fixed p,
and v. Thus, the profiles in each figure are all
membersof the samefamily obtainedby varying It is also of interest to analyze the wavelength
zm. One immediately notices that the profiles of theseprofiles. In the limit of small amplitude,
shownin fig. 6 for p,, = 0.15 are almostsymmetric, we expect that the wavelength of these cellular
This is easy to understandsince the equal area shapesreducesto A°,,, the neutral stability wave-
rule (7.5) shows that the average value of z~ length in the k —° 0~limit given in eq.(4.3), since
vanishes.As a result,for small p~,B0 1 andthe this represents a valid steady state solution of
exponentialfactor exp(—p,,z) in (7.2) can be lin- infinitesimal amplitude. It is easy to check that
earized, exp(—p5z) I — p~z.Since the equation this is indeedthe case:upon linearizingeqs. (7.2)
for the shapeof the resulting profiles then only and (7.5), we find that the solution is z,~=
containstermsodd in z, the profiles arereflection C cos ~rx, B0 = I, and since our unit of length is
symmetric about the line z = 0. Clearly, for in- A~/2,we seethat the small amplitudewavelength
creasingp5 the nonlinearbehaviorof the exponen- indeedreducesto A°5.
tial exp(—p,,z) becomesmoreimportant, and the Figs. 6 and 7 already illustrate that the wave-
bottom part of the finite amplitude cellular pro- lengthsof thesecell profiles decreasewith increas-
files narrows,as shownin fig. 7. This is illustrated ing amplitude, and fig. 9 shows that this is true
quantitatively in fig. 8, where we plot the ratio both with and without crystalline anisotropy.
w/a of finite amplitude cells whose maximum Theseresultsthereforeimply that for small k this
angleis 90°,asillustrated by theupperprofiles in particular branch of solutions lies outside the
fig. 7. Here w is the width of the bottom region planar instability band. As discussedin the Intro-

measuredat the point where 0 = ±90°, so that duction, we therefore expect these solutions in
for reflection symmetric cell shapes, w/a = 1/2. generalto be unstable.
As fig. 8 shows, the ratio w/a becomessignifi-
cantly smaller than 1/2 only for Péclet number 7.3. Resultsfor k small but nonzero
p,, ~ 1, as expected.Moreover, by comparingthe
datapoints for profiles with (triangles,a.~= 0,3 in In order to comparethe previous k —~ 0> re-
eq. (2.4)) andwithout (circles, a4 = 0) anisotropy, sults to cell shapesfor realistic parameters,we
the ratio is essentiallyindependentof thestrength now estimatethecorrectionto this branchwhen k
of fourfold crystallineanisotropy. is small but finite. In thegeneralcaseof aperiodic
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0.75 (o) with

v 1,5 a

ps~4.4
0

E
,.0

050 N
1 kf dx cos(q1x) e’~”>, (7.14)M~~=jdx[cos(q1x)cos(q,,x) ci

00.25

+ q,,q1 sin(q,x) sin(q,,x)J
e— ~ ~ )(z, —

os i X-~~ (7.15)p0(p,,+p1—p0)
b)

S C,,~~kp0(p,,+p1—p0)+(p,,—p0)(p,—p0).
S

v~l.5
0.75 (7.16)

We show in appendix E that eq. (7.13) for j = 0 is
w 0.50
0 equivalentto theconservationcondition (5.3) from
0

which the equalarearule (7.5) was derived.Note
-J
a- also that although(7.13) has the form of a set of
~ 0.25

linear equations for the B,’s, the equations are
really nonlinear, since both M and N dependon

_____________ ______ the interfaceprofile z.(x), which in turn depends
0.5 1 on the B,‘s. Nevertheless,since all the A~.‘s are

WAVELENGH XiX
0$ proportional to k, it is not surprising that the

Fig. 9. Total amplitudez, — Zm versuswavelengthX/A>~,of the k —s 0~branchconsideredbeforehasa regular k
family of cellularsolutions given by eqs. (6.5).-(6.9) for two
valuesof the Pécletnumber.The solid line correspondsto the
case of isotropic surfacetension and the dashed line of an

anisotropicsurfacetensiongivenby (2.4) with 04 = 0.3.

pattern,we can expandthe diffusion field in the
0.75 -

liquid aheadof a finite amplitudecellular solution
in a Fourier seriesaccordingto

u(x, z) = ~ B~cos(q,,x) e°~~”°~, (7.10)
n�0

050W
Ui

where,in order that u satisfiesthediffusion equa-
0 0 0.075 0.15

tion (4.4), the coefficients q,, and p, are given by
a-
a

q,,~rrn/a, (7.11)
0.25 -

+ ~ (7.12a)

(7.12b)

In appendix E, we show that the conservation
boundarycondition can be used to derive the 0.5 0.75 1 .25

following set of equationsfor the Fourier coeffi- WAVELENGTH XiX°~
cients B,,, Fig. 10. Illustration of thek-dependenceof thefamily of finite

amplitudesolutionswhosek —‘0k limit is givenby eqs.(6.5)—
~ M,,,B,, Nj., (7.13) (6.9). Resultsshownare for ~ p=l.5 and k=0, 0.075

n�0 and0.15.
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expansion [48] with all B
1 of 0(k) for j � 1. bifurcation is supercritical, one expects to find

Indeed,we havechecked this numerically in the stablesmall amplitudecellularpatternsvery close
casethat eq. (7.13) is truncatedto a few modes. to threshold,while if thebifurcation is subcritical
This is easily done[49]by treatingthe variablesB1 such stable cells would not exist. Instead, just
in much the same way as the variable B0 was above threshold one expectsthe perturbationto
treatedin the computerprogramdescribedin sec- evolve into large amplitude cell patterns,possibly
tion 7.2. Fig. 10 showsa representativeexampleof cells with grooves.The pictureof Caroli et al. [521
an amplitude versuswavelengthplot in the case seemsto be qualitatively consistentwith most of
p5 = ~ = 1.5. The figureclearly illustratesthat the experimentalobservations,since small ampli-
the k-dependenceof this branch of solutions is tudecells are normally seen [19] in liquid crystal
rather smooth [50], and that the k —so~results (k = 0(1)), while cells with groovesare found in
remain fairly accuratefor k small but nonzero, mostplastic crystalswith k about0.1—0.2.Never-
especiallyso for the largeamplitudesolutionsthat theless,bothde Cheveignéet al. [6] andTrivedi [5]
are important for the matchingto cells with deep haveseenapparentlystable finite amplitude cells
grooves. In fact, we alreadyknow from the work for materialswith relatively small k values.More-
of Hakim et a!. [10,291 that the k-dependencecan over, the conclusion of Caroli et al. [52] has re-
be accounted for trivially in the p ....* 0 limit centlybeenchallenged[53]on theoreticalgrounds,
through a reparametrizationof the equation(see and the issueappearsto be unresolvedat present.
also ref. [31J).The presentresultsshow that the Seesection10 for some remarkson this point.
k-dependenceof this branch of finite amplitude
cellular solutions remains weak even for p,, of

0(1). 8. Asymptotic matching of top and tail solutions

7.4. Discussion 8.1. Inner and outer matching

Although someof the shortcomingsof thefinite We havenot succeededin finding a well-justi-
amplitude solutions analyzedin this sectionwill fied approximationthat yieldsa singledifferential
reemergelater in the discussionof the matching equation for the shapethat is capable of accu-
analysisof cells with grooves,it is useful to men- rately describingboth the tip and tail regionsof
tion some of them here. As we have seen the typical finger-like steadystateDS patterns.How-
cellular shapeswhich can be obtainedperturba- ever both in many experiments, and in the
tiveiy in the limit k —s 0 + (but p~finite), all have numerical studiesof Ungar and Brown [41the
wavelengthA smaller than A~.Thus, they lie out- groovesremainnarrow evennear the tip. In this
side the planar instability band, and we expect case, the work of Dombreand Hakim [10] sug-
them to be unstable. gests that theremight be a “matching region” a

In a calculationfor the symmetric model,Lan- distanceof 0(1) behind the tip wherethe narrow
ger 1511 found finite amplitude cellular solutions groove approximations leading to the “inner”
within theplanarinstability band.Although wedo equation(6.4) remainvalid, while at the sametime
not find this kind of solution from our expansion, we are close enough to the tip that the “outer”
such finite amplitude solutions almost certainly equation(7.2) also is accurate.If this is the case,
exist in the one-sidedmodel. The question of onecanusethe method of asymptoticmatching to
whethereventhe solutionswithin theplanarinsta- in effectJoin the tip and tail solutions,thusyield-
bility bandare stable, is, however,still a matterof ing a globally acceptablebranchof solutions. As
debate.A few years ago, Caroli et al. [52] con- we will discussin detail later, the small parameter
eludedthat the Mullins—Sekerkainstability in di- c in the matchingschemecanbe thoughtof as the
rectionalsolidificationcorrespondsto a subcritical width of the groove just below the matching re-
(inverted) bifurcationfor k ~ 0.45 andto a super- gion [54]. This importantideawasfirst introduced
critical (forward) bifurcation for k ~ 0.45. If the by Dombreand Hakim [10] in their study of a
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simplified model of DS with k = 1 and p 0. If we look for a scaling of the variable z such that

differs from usual applications of asymptotic eq. (6.4) to lowestorder in e in the regionnearz,,,

matchingmethods130] in that thesmall parameter can be written in parameter-freeform. This de-
e doesnot appearexplicitly in the problem, but terminesthe limiting scalingbehaviorof x,(z) and
ratheris determinedself-consistentlyasa property its derivatives as c —s 0. The only consistentseal-

of thematchedsolutions. ing is
There havebeenmany attempts[2,3,27] in the

past to “patch” the Scheil solutions (6.7) to some / a~— 1)
smoothtip shape(saya semicircle),but thepatch- Z — = (8.2)
ing procedurewas arbitrary, as was the form of where ~,, is given by (6.5) evaluatedat zm. Note
the tip solution, andthe resultswere rathersensi-

that since we want to be the only small length
tive to the particular patchingmethod used. The scalein the problem,we haveto assumethat ~ is
useof (6.4), togetherwith eq. (7.2) for the inter-

positive and finite. Eq. (6.4) to lowest order (at
face shapenear the tip and methodof asymptotic O(e)2~3)thus becomes
matchingallows us to avoid theseproblems.As we
shall see, however, the straightforward matching d~,/ d3~, d4~>
procedure yields a branch of cellular solutions — ~-~i-) =~-~-~ (8.3)
with a ~ that is positive and finite, rather than
cells that areclose to theLCS criterion ~ 0. or

Far below thematchingregion thecurvatureof d ~ / d3~
1 1

the grooves as describedby (6.4) is very small, ~ [~(1 — ~ = 0. (8.4)
while nearthe tip thecurvatureasgivenby (7.2) is
0(1). The requirementthat thesedifferent behav- Correctionsto (8.3) arehigherorder in andthus
iors join smoothly in the matching region pro- vanish as e —s 0. Note that I is a “rapid” variable
duces consistencyconditions that are asymptoti- in that a fixed (unsealed)distance Liz above (or
cally exact in the limit of narrow grooves with below) z~,implies that 1 —s cc (or — cc) as e—s 0.
~ —s 0. Theseconditions in effect determinethe A first integral of (8.4) is

boundaryconditions neededto specify the solu- d
31,

=1_i, (8.5)
tion of (7.2), which will now describethe tip of a
finger consistentwith deep grooves in the tails.
This leads to a continuous family of fingerlike where the integration constant was fixed by re-

solutions, whose wavelength 2a is parametrized quiring X 1 as 1 — cc whered3~/di3 0,so
by the matching parameterc This behavior is that in unsealedvariablesthe width of thegroove
analogousto that of the finite amplitude solutions is a just below the matching region. (Thus is
discussedin section 7, where the wavelengthis a the relativewidth of the groovein this region.)Eq.
function of a single parameter,e.g., theamplitude. (8.5) is identical to that found by Dombre and

To beginthematching,let z,,, z~(x = 0) where Hakim [10].

z,°(x)is the (at presentunknown) solution to the We now examinethe behavior of (8.5) as I
outer equation(7.2) that obeysthematching con- cc. In unsealeddistances,this probes the region
ditions derived below. In this section, the sub- just aboveZm where the curvatureterms in (8.4)
script m standsfor “matching region” ratherthan first becomeimportant. This is the critical region
for “minimum” as it did in section7, but the idea that allows a smoothjoining of tip and tail solu-
is much the same. Now considerthe inner equa- tions.
tion (6.4). In the matching region near za-,, the It is clear from (8.5) that 5~,divergeslike I~/6
solution x,(z) to (6.4) is by definition O(), and as I —~ cc. Direct substitution gives the leading

its curvature is small. Introducing the resealed behaviorin this limit
function ~, by the relation .~,.(I)= I~/6+ /312/2 + yI+ ~ —3 ln(I)

x,cax,, (8.1) +O(1’). (8.6)
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Note that the coefficient of the logarithmic term outer solution are fixed by the requirement that

in (8.6) is determinedby the requirementthat it the inner expansionof the outer solution equals
balancethe highest order correction due to the the outerexpansionof the inner solution. Letting

term on the right-hand side of (8.5). The Om and Km be the angle and curvature of the
coefficients/3, y, and ~ of theother termsin (8.6) desiredsolution to (7.2) at Zm (i.e., at x = 0), then
canbe determinednumericallyby integrating(8.5). we have by exact geometricpropertiesof a curve
Eachof theseconstantsdependson thechoice of (see fig. 5):
origin of (i.e., on z,,

1),but translationallyinvariant 0

combinations can be determinedby considering ~ =cot 0 , (8.11)
the changesin each coefficient induced by an dz,,
infinitesimal translationI —~ I + LII in (8.6). This d

2 0

yields -j—3~-= K,,,/sifl3O. (8.12)

0 2
dx, 3Km cos 0~ 1 dK

=LII(I2/2+/31+y—3/I+ ...). (8.7) = sin5O,,, + sin3OflJ ~‘ 8.13

Thus changesin the coefficientsin (8.6) due to .

Eqs. (8.12) and (8.13) follow from differentiating
this translationare the definition (8.11). Eqs. (8.11)—(8.13) give the

d/3 = LII, (8.8a) first few coefficientsb,, in the Taylor series expan-
- sion about z of the outer solution:

d’y=/3LIz, (8.8b)

d~=yLII. (8.8c) x~(z)=~b,,(z—z,,,)’/n!. (8.14)

From (8.8a)and(8.8b) we havedy/d/3 = /3, or
To carry out thematching[10,26.29], we rewrite

/32 — 2~y= C~, (8.9) (8.14) in inner variables,using (8.1) and(8.2):

where C~is a constant that must be determined ~>(I) x~(z)/Ea= ~b,,I’/n!, (8.15)

numerically from (8.6). Similarly from (8.8a),
(8.8c), and(8.9) we have and then directly identify the b,, with the coeffi-

— ~/3(-~ — c~)= C,, (8.10) cientsfrom the inner solution (8.6). We find from
- (8.14) and(8.15) that

where C
7 is anotherconstant.Thus we have two

relationsinvolving the threequantities/3, y, and ~ /~ ~(p — 1)
that are independentof thechoiceof origin. These ~‘~‘ = ~ . (8.16)
invariant combinationscan be determined more

accurately from a numerical integration of (8.5) and that to lowest order as —s 0, the contrihu-
than can the individual valuesof /3, y, and ~. To tions from powers n> 3 in (8.14) vanish when
carry out the matchingprocedureto lowest order expressedin inner variablesas in (8.15).
it turns out that we needonly determineC~.We Comparingthe linear term (n = 1) in (8.15) (see
find numerically that [55] C~ —6.38±0.02. (8.11)) to that in (8.6), we see that cot O~is very

The basic idea of the asymptotic matching small, of 0(c
2~3),as c —s 0, i.e.. that 0,,, is close to

method is to match the large I asymptoticsof the ir/2. This is physically very reasonablein order to
inner solution .~,(I)in (8.6) to the Taylor series match onto the nearly vertical solution of the
expansionof theouter(tip) solution about z = z,,,, inner equation(6.4) in this limit.
when expressedas a function of z. We write this The matchingfor n = 2 implies to lowest order

outer solution asx~(z).This is an exampleof the that Km = /3(ca)~3 ~ — 1)12/3. As one
asymptotic matching principle discussedby Van would expect for matching to the narrow grooves.
Dyke [30], where boundary conditions for the this shows that the curvature in the matching
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region also hasto be small. The valueof /3 is not seenin section 7, the outer boundaryconditions
fixed at this order, however.The discussionafter (8.17) and (8.18) aresufficient to integratethe tip
eqs. (8.8) shows that a changein the value of /3 equations(7.6)—(7.8) for a given constantB

0.

correspondsto a vertical translationof the inner
(groove) profile by an amount of order unity in 8.2. Conservationrequirements
the inner variable, i.e. by a distanceof order ~/3,

At this order of the matching,this distanceis not With (8.17) and(8.18) as initial conditions,we
determined[56], and we are free to take /3 = 0 so can integrate the outer equations(7.6)—(7.8) that
that describethe fingertip region. using the samepro-

— gram as beforein section7. For fixed B0 in (8.8),
K,,, — 0. (8.17) thecondition K,,, = 0 in (8.17) fixes z,,, and(8.18)

Using /3 = 0 in (8.9) then fixes ~ = = 3.19± gives [57] the initial angle 0,,. We can now in-
0.02 from our numericaldeterminationof C1. Car- tegrate(7.6)—(7.8) to the tip, determinedby the
ring out the matching of the linear n = 1 terms condition 0~= 0, and read off the dimensionless

then yields wavelength2a.
Just as was the case for the finite amplitude

/ ¶2~- i/3 solutions discussedin section 7, the appropriate
cot Om = y*(ca)~~ ‘~ (8.18) value of B0 is determinedby a global conservation

requirement.In this caseof cells with grooves,we
for the n = 1 matchingcondition. Thus ¶/2 — °m use the fundamentalconservationcondition (5.3),
is indeedvery small for r —~ 0. aspreviously men- applied to a line in the matching region. Making
tioned. theusualnarrow grooveapproximations,still valid

As we havestressedbefore, our narrow groove in the matchingregion, we have from (5.3)
results are valid for any k. Therefore, thematch- d

ing conditions(8.17) and (8.18)would also be the + p5
proper boundaryconditions if we would have an

expressionfor theouter (tip) shapeat arbitrary k. = !~ °dx( (~+ ~—~--K(x) (8 21)
The status of the matching for n = 3 is slightly v ~I - / ¶2

different, however. From (8.13), (8.15) and(8.16).
we get to lowestorder in thematchingcondition

= ~ (8.19)

The curvatureappearinghereon the left handside

is thecurvatureof theouter profile. Upon expan- Zm

ding this as K = + kK

1 + 0(k2) with K0 asgiven
by (7.2), and using the definition of ~ given in 0 -

(6.5), this condition can be written in the form

+ k~ + 0(k2) = ~~01. (8.20)

This result clearly showsthat this matchingcondi-
tion involves higher order terms in the k-expan-

-.

sion of the outer profile as well. Note, however. a 2a

that in the limit k ~ 0~, eq. (8.20) is consistent Fig. Ii. Illustration of the area A~and .4k, used in eqs.

with the condition (8.17) found above.Moreover, (8.24)—(8.26). A,,~is the cross-hatchedareaand A
5 is thesum

we do not needto useeq. (8.20), sinceaswe have of the two hatchedareas.
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Here Xm = x(zrn) and Urn = u,(zrn). We evaluate cells with infinite grooves [59] and for cells with
to lowest order in the left hand side of (8.21) finite depthbut narrow grooves.As before, how-

using the inner solution andthe right hand using ever, the analysis is only valid as long as
theouter solution, remainspositive.

The first term on the right then gives A0, the The conservationcondition (8.24) can be used

net areaboundedby the tip profile, andthe lines to obtain a simple estimatefor the position .zm or
x = ca and x = a, measuredrelative to the line the parameter~m’ To see this, note that to the

= 0. See fig. 11. The secondterm, as in (7.4), relevantorder in , sin 0,,, = I, and that A0 = a(I
yields sr

2(r — 1) sin 0,.,,. — e)zrn + A
11~.where A~0is the area above the

To evaluatethe left handside in the matching matchingline (thecross-hatchedregionof fig. 11).

region we note that to lowestorder To getan orderof magnitudeestimate,assumethe
tip is a semicircle. We then find

/ —i du,,, \
x,,i~um+ps ~ A~1~~ira

2/4. (8.25)

= ~_ 1~(p — i — p
5[z + ¶

2(v — I)K] In general, with A
0 = a(1 — e)zm+ ~ and the

definition (6.5) of ~‘rn’ we get from (8.24) for the

— I)~-~-’~ (8 22) vertical position z0 the result
dz)

pszm 1

— ( — ~)_2~ ~—I = k + (i —

m (8.23) — (~—1)a[A11~+ ¶

2(P 1)1).

since Km 0 in the matching region. Using (8.5) (8.26)
rewrittenin unsealedvariables,the right-handside

of (8.23)reducesto ,‘~ a(~’m—pskzm). Thus, for E = 0, Zrn is always negative.However,
With these approximations, the conservation for increasing�, Zm rapidly increases,since

requirement(8.21)can be written as dz,,, 1 / p
5(1 — k)

-2 ca(~~—p5kz0) de ,.~ kp5~ a

A~=—sT (P~1)SiflOm+ pk

(8.24) x[Ai,0+~_2(P_1)1). (8.27)

The condition (8.24) then determines the ap- The significanceof theseresults is the following.
propriatevaluefor B0 in (7.8). As we have seen earlier in this section, for the

We note that an analysissimilar in spirit to the matchingmethod to be consistent,~m needsto be
one given here has been given independentlyby positive and finite. We seethat this is indeedthe
Mashaal et a!. [29] in the limit p —s 0. However, casefor the branchof solutions consideredhere,
they arrive at their result analogousto (8.24) by since(8.26) can be rewritten as
assumingan infinitely deepgroove and using the —

Scheil shapeto integrate the groove area[58]. In L = I + (1 —

this approach,the E/k behavior of the rightmost
term in (8.24) reflects the fact that theareaof the / P~. F —21

+ X11+ iA. +i~ ~v—1)groovesdiverges as 1/k for k —s 0 due to the ~ (v — I) a
asymptotic Scheil behavior (6.7). Our derivation (8.28)
above relies only on the validity of the inner
equation(6.4) in the matching region, and there- Thus, accordingto this lowest order estimatefor
fore showsmoreclearly that (8.24)holds both for Zm asa function of c, ~ is positive and0(l) for
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small � ~ k, and so the matched asymptotic cx- solution in the matching region. SInce c is not

pansionis indeedself-consistent, fixed, we again obtain a one-parameterfamily of
At thesametime, however,(8.28) illustrates the periodic fingerlike cellular solutions, in this case

problems associatedwith the branch of solutions parameterizedby c.

that can be analyzedwith the matching method, The simplest test of the theory is given by a
assumingonly a singlematchingregionexists.The comparisonof experimentaland theoreticalcellu-
results to lowest order in c suggestthat it leadsto lar wavelengthsin a diagram like fig. 3. Both for

a branchof solutionsthat is incompatiblewith the easeof comparisonin such a diagram and with

0 behaviorthat we expect for physically rele- other approacheswhere the half wavelength X/2
vant solutions on the basis of the LCS criterion, is takenasunit of length [21,26], andbecausethis

Apparently, this method can only be used con- ratio plays an important role in the small Péclet
sistently to probeaphysically irrelevant branchof numberlimit [10,29,31]. we will denotethequan-
solutions. tity ( spa) ~2 by a:

This conclusion is forced upon us even more

strongly in the small Péclet number limit. For 1 AY~
p —s 0, Mashaalet al. [29] and Karma and Pelcé a (—) = —~/ , (9.la)

[31] have found that the lowest order estimate
(8.26) remainsaccuratefor the Saffman—Taylor— = 4vdolD (9 ib)

like branch over the whole interval 0 <c <1/2. A2(v—
Moreover, in this limit. we can take ~ ~ and
neglect the secondterm betweensquarebrackets In view of the form (9.lb), a can be thoughtof as
in (8.28).This equationthen shows,however, that a dimensionlesssurfacetensionparameter,but we

can only be madesmall (for v — I = 0(1)) will stresshere(60] its fundamentalimportanceas
by taking c/k large. For realistic valuesof k and a ratio measuringthe (dimensional)wavelengthof

— I of 0(1). only cells with wide grooves(e >~ k) a periodic cell pattern relative to the neutral sta-
can bereasonablycloseto theLCS criterion ~, 0. hility length A1~.
In section 10. we will comparethis prediction in We now discussour results for cells with deep
more detail with the LCS criterion and with the grooveslike thoseof figs. 2 and lb. Fig. 12 shows
experimentalmeasurements. the typical behavior of a as a function of the

relative groove width � for several values of the
parameters.The maximum value of a is of order

9. Cells with grooves: results unity and a increaseswith increasingPécletnum-
ber. This implies that the minimum cell wave-

The discussionin the lastsectionshowsthat the length for cellswith narrow groovesas c —s 0 is of

solutions for the cell shapeswith grooves can he order A~/3or smaller. Thus, as indicated by the
obtainedby integrating thesamefinite amplitude dashedline in fig. 3, the minimum cell width of
equationsas described in section 7, hut with the the branch calculated perturbatively always lies
boundaryconditions (8.17), (8.18) and (8.24) in- well outside the planar instability band. This is
stead of the ones used there. In the caseof the true for essentiallyall parameters.
finite amplitude cellular solutions,a unique solu- This result could of coursealready havebeen
tion was found for someparticular choice of the anticipatedfrom the resultsdescribedin section7:
minimum z,

7 and a given set of experimental the finite amplitude solutions whose maximum
parameters.However, the value of Zm was not angleis around 900 have a wavelength roughly a

prescribed by the equations, and so a family of factor 2 smaller than A~.Sincewe useonly part of
solutions wasobtained. Here, again, theboundary these finite amplitude solutions to match to the
conditions(8.17), (8.18) and (8.24)completelyde- groove shapes, the minimum wavelengthof cells
termine the solution for fixed p. v and c. How- with grooves is again smaller by about another

ever, e is only a parameterthat characterizesthe factor of 2, hence~ ~ 1.
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2.00 - (b) In the above,we usedsmall but realisticvalues

of k, even though our outer (tip) profiles were1 75

1 50 computedwith thesimpleexponentialprofile (7.2),
1,25 which is exactonly in the k —s 0~limit, Neverthe-
100 less,the resultsfor thek dependenceof thebranch

~k’O~50.75~ of finite amplitude solutions reported in fig. 9

0.25 L k~0075 profile will not changeour conclusiondrastically.k~015 indicate that the small k corrections to the tip0.50

______ -j We have verified this explicitly by taking higher
002 004 006 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

Fourier modesinto accountasdescribedearlier in
RELATIVE GROOVE WIDTH E

section 7.3. We havealso analyzedthe effect of a
Fig. 12. The ratio a (~/~X)

2as a function of the relative
cubic anisotropy (2.4) in the surfacetension. As

groove width ~. (a) Results for p

5 = 0.05 and k = 0.075 and
k 0.15 (full lines).The dottedlines indicate theresultsbased onemight haveanticipatedfrom figs. 8 and 9, the
on the p —s 0 mapping onto viscous fingering for these two presenceof anisotropydoesnot changethe above
valuesof k. obtainedwith theaid of theinterpolationformula resultsqualitatively for a4 ~ 0.3.
(10.5). In the p —s 0 limit, the a versus curveshave no p
dependence,as canbe seenfrom (10.11). Note that our results
basedon thefirst nontrivial termin the expansionfollow the
exact resultsquite well throughoutthe range0 � <0.09. (b) 10. General implications of results and comparison
For p~=l.5and p =1.5 (full line) and p=4 (dashedline) for with the LCS criterion
thesametwo valuesof k as in (a). Figs. (a) and (b) illustrate

that for small �, a increaseswith p5.

We now wish to show that the above results
have a number of important implications that
warrantfurther theoreticalandexperimentalstudy.

The ratio a introduced in (9.1) measuresthe
Cells with wider grooves(larger�) havea larger wavelengthof the periodic cell pattern relative towavelength,since a is a decreasingfunction of �~ X° defined in (4.3), which under most cir-

For this reason,we haveschematically indicated
cumstancesis a good measureof the neutral sta-

the � expansion in fig. 3 by the arrows in the
bility wavelength.Thenarrowgrooved patternswe

direction of increasingcell wavelength, havecalculatedperturbativelyall havevaluesof a
Fig. 12 shows that as k becomessmaller, the

of orderunity.ratio a decreasesfasterasa function of �. This is On theother hand,asmentionedalready in the
mainly a result of the c/k term in the conserva-

Introduction, in experimentsone usually observes
tion condition (8.24). However, for small but re-

wavelengthsthat areaboutan orderof magnitude
alistic values of k. say k 0.1—0.2, a remains largerthanthe minimum cell wavelengthindicated
substantiallylargerthan 1/172 0.1 over the range

by a dashedline in fig. 3. Thus, typical experimen-
of � values where the first term in the matched

tal cells have a~ 10— 2 For example, for thedata
asymptoticexpansionusedherecan be considered

of the Cheveigneet al, [8] shown in fig. 3 onefinds
accurate.In otherwords,for realisticvaluesof the

[61.62]
parameters,our expansionresults are only accu-
rate over a range of wavelengthsroughly of the 0.3 ~ ~ 1.2. a 6 x iO~. (lO.1)
size of the arrows in fig. 3. Since they do not
extent into the planar instability band, we expect Moreover, these and other experimentally ob-
thecell patternscomputedhereto be unstable(see servedcells typically seemto havenarrow grooves

section1). As mentionedearlier, we in fact believe (we estimate� —0.13 for thecell shapesshown in
that all solutionsof this branchareunstable,even fig. IV.’ll of Kurowski [63]) but with small a.
thosethat lie within the planar instability band. However, all the analytical results based on
sincetheir valueof ~ is alwayspositive andnever asymptotic matching using a single matching re-
closeto the LCS value ~ 0. gion — those found by us as well as those based
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[29,31] on the p —* 0 mappingonto viscous finger- and Pelcé [31] give a convenient interpolation
ing — predict that small a cellular shapesshould formula fitting numericalresults for � ~ 0.4, which
have wide grooves,with � ~ 0.4. We believethis is can bewritten as

a seriousdiscrepancy. 1 393~l— 2
Of course,direct comparisonwith experiment aST 1+15 7 ‘ (10.5)

is generally hamperedby the fact that the theory ‘ C

does not take into account effects relating to the Returning now to theDS problem, theanalogy
cell shapein the third dimension. However, Mis- to viscous fingering can be seenmost easily if we
bahet al. [64] haveshownnumerically thatwithout temporarily usethehalf wavelengthof the cells as
adjustableparameters,the two-dimensional one- the unit of length and introducea modified field

sidedmodel usedhereindoeshavenarrow grooved [10,29] 4 by theequation
solutions that fit the experimental shapesof de u = 1 —p(z + 4)/v (10 6a)
Cheveignéet al. [8] very well. It would be interest-
ing to check numerically whether this agreement or
between the theoretical model and experiment ~,
continuesto hold at small p. Thesesmall a solu- ~ = — — u). (10.6b)
tions with narrow grooves are incompatible with
theperturbativeresultsobtainedherefor thesame The field 4 measuresthe difference betweenthe
model. impurity concentrationfield u and its dominant

We can analyzethis questionin more detail for variation in the z-direction along a gently curved
the case of the mapping onto viscous fingering, piece of the interface as indicated by the phase
Let us first recall that the steadystate equations diagram. Substituting ~ into eqs. (4.4)—(4.6). we

describingSaffman—Taylor (ST) fingering [10,11] find exactly themodified DS equations
can be written as + p ~ = —p. (10.7)

V
2~STO (10.2) [~— (I —k)p(r— l)aK] cos 0= (ñ’V~),,

(~.V~T)cos 0, (10.3) (10.8)

= (v — I)aK. (10.9)
q,Si=aSTK (10.4)

Here ~, (ii — I) — (I — k)pz, is the usual LCS
where ~ST = —h2(P— P

0)/(12,iVW) and aST= parameter(3.4) evaluatedat a generalposition z,
h

2
7/12p.VW

2.Here h is the plate spacing, j.t the measuredin units of thehalf wavelength.
viscosity, V the finger velocity, P the pressure These equations are valid for any p. but we

field, P
0 the pressureinside the finger, y the now take the limit p —s 0 in the following natural

surfacetension, and W thecell half width (taken way [29]. We examine the region near the tips,
as the unit of length). allowing for the possibility that pz~ reachesa

Using the matchingmethod on which our anal- finite limit as p —s 0, but make the important

ysis in this paper is based.Dombre and Hakim assumption, to be verified later, that ~ remains
[10] show that for “fat” viscous fingers whose greaterthan zero. In the fingertip region, of 0(1)
width approachesthe cell width 2W. a~’

1as de- in our presentunits, we can thenignore thez-vari-
fined here [65] approachesthe maximum value ation of ~‘, in (10.8), replacing it by ~. Then
1.393. They also derive the limiting behavior for ignoring all other termsproportional to p, we see

small � of aST(c), where � is the relative groove the modified DS equationsbecomeidentical in
width at the baseof the finger. One finds that form to the ST equationsgiven above if we let
viscousfingerswith narrow groovesareassociated = ~/° and
with valuesof a51 of orderunity, andthat � —s 1/2 — —s 0’
in the small surface tension limit where aSi 0, k~’

1a~p = aST. (10.10)
so that the maximum groovewidth is 1/2. Karma ~ P 0)
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As discussedin section8, for the branchof solu- approximation(8.25). ~ ira
2/4 a2. We can

tions calculated from a matching analysis, ~‘rn is then write (8.26) for the dimensional matching
given by (8.28), wherewe now ignore terms pro- position Zm as

portional to p. Although this result was derived ,, -

here to lowest order in � only, Mashaalet al. [29] ~E~ui~R±,< — ~ ) —

and Karma and Pelcé[31] show that in the small 1T k + (1 — k)� 21T

Pécletnumberlimit, this result is actually accurate z
1(p —s 0) A

for all 0 ��~ 1/2. Since for p—sO we can take = ‘T — (10.12)

~. (8.28)and(10.10) thereforegive
Here, the inequality sign arisesboth from the fact

a(p —sO) = ~(~—so) = I that we haveneglectedthe (v — 1)/172 term and

aST v1 I + (1 k)c/k that we haveused k/[k + (1 — k)�]<1. Since z~
(10.11) = Zm + A/2, we can rewrite (10.12) as

As we saw above, in the derivation of the < z1(p —.s 0) = —_“~~, (10.13a)
mapping of cellular profiles onto viscous finger ‘T ~‘T k + (1
shapes,one explicitly assumesthat ~ remains — 1
finite. Accordingto (10.11),this is indeedthecase. ~ P) ~ ~ P —sO) = I + (1 — k)�/k’ (lO.I3b)
Therefore,this mapping does indeed yield a self-
consistent branch of cellular shapesfor the DS It is important to realizethat theaboveanalysis
problemin the limit p —s 0. We refer to this as the of the ST branch and the extension thereof to
ST branch of solutions. At the sametime, how- p = 0(1) is basedon the (implicit) assumptionthat
ever,(10.11) unambiguouslyshowsthat, exceptfor there is just onesmall parameter,thegroovewidth
unrealistically small values of k, these solutions �, and that � can be taken arbitrarily small. With
are never close to the LCS criterion ~ 0, and this assumption, a simple scaling can be per-
that such solutions with small a correspondto formed in the matching region for � —s 0. It is
fingerlike shapeswith small a

5~,andhence from quite possible that other branchesof cells with
(10.5) to shapeswith wide grooves.For example, narrow grooves exist that cannotbe analyzedin

cellular shapesin this branchwith a ~ 102 have termsof this simple scaling. As the discussionof
a relative groove width � ~ 0.4 for almost all val- eqs. (10.7)—(10.9)for small p shows, the assump-
uesof k. Cells with suchwide grooves are rarely tion of a single small parameter� breaksdown in
seen in experiments,not even in thoseof Trivedi particular for solutions for which ~‘ is very small,
and coworkers[66] at Pécletnumbersas small as asonemight expect to happenon thebasis of the
0.02. (However, it is possible that effects relating LCS criterion. We havenot attemptedto extend

to the third dimensioncould modify the apparent the analysisof (6.4) to this case,since we haveno
groovewidth.) proper tip profiles with wavelengthsin the planar

This discrepancycan not be attributedto finite instability band to match thesesolutions to.
p correctionsof the aboveresults,since thecalcu- Sincethe quantities and ~ can be obtained
lations presentedin this paperfor the extensionof directly from temperaturemeasurementsat the tip
this samebranch to k small but p of 0(1) show [401, they are in fact much easierto comparewith
that these arerelatively small. Numericalcalcula- experimentaldata or theoreticalpredictionssuch
tions by Ben-Amarand Moussallam[67] for gen- as the LCS prediction ~ 0 than are predictions
era! valuesof p and k = I agreewith this conclu- involving the groove width �. In fig. 13 we plot
sion, Fig. 12 shows that thep dependenceof a is z,/lr as a function of p for k = 0.1, the value
small. That the p-dependenceof ~ for this branch quoted for the succinonitrile—acetone mixture
is small can be seenfrom the following. In order studiedby Esakaand Kurz [40]. (As in (10.13), z~
to obtain ~ from our earlier results for i’,,,, we is here the dimensional tip position.) The dashed
neglectthe term (r — 1)/172 in (8.26) and use the line in this figure indicatesthe line ~‘, = 0 corre-
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1 -- solutions,a simpleMullins—Sekerka[1] type anal-
_---~~. ysis [21] confirmsin particular the LCS prediction

08 LC~~ 6 that the p —b 0 ST branchis unstable for � —s 1/2,

~ 06 L ,/,/. 0 2 We now briefly discuss various numerical re-

0.4 ~ ~ .~- 6 suits for two-dimensional models and compare
them with the above predictions. As mentioned

0 2 above, the two-dimensionalone-sidedmodel does

Li~~ appearto accuratelydescribethe experimentsof
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 de Cheveigneet al. [8], but thevalues of a given

1~ by the matchingsolutions are not consistentwith

Fig. 13. Plot of the tip position Zt/lT versus v. The dashed those found for the narrow grooved cells that
line correspondsto the LCS line given by ~ — 0 or z,/l~ . Misbah et al. [64] obtain numerically. Ramprasad

l/v)/(1 — k) for k —0.1. The full line gives the A —s U limit
of the LCS line. Z/lT—l 1/c, which is equivalent to eq. et al. [70] havealso studied the band of periodic
(Al). The dotted lines arecalculatedfrom thep

5 —s 0 limit of cellular solution for parametervalues relevant to
(8.26) for k = 0.1 and variousvaluesof �. For small p5. these de Cheveigne’s experiments [8] at finite Péclet
curvesaccuratelydescribethe position of the tips of the ST number. According to their calculations, the left
branchof solutionsgiven in (10.11). The solid circle at v 4.2 edgeof the band that correspondsto the mini-
and the solid squareat c= 8.7 representtwo data points of
Esaka and Kurz (40], while the data points for v = 1 3 and mum wavelength roughly coincideswith the edge

p 4.2 areobtainedfromref. [25]. of theneutral stability band, Since the branchof
solution we study unequivocally starts at wave-
lengths about a factor of 3 smaller, these authors

spondingto theLCS criterion, while thesolid line apparentlyalso investigatea different branch of
gives the k ~...s ~ limit of the LCS result, obtained solutions.
from a different argumentby Bower et al. [28b]. Kesslerand Levine[35] also showseveralcellu-
See appendixA. The dotted lines show the ST lar profiles for parametervaluesk = 0.16, p = 0.56
matchingprediction z~(p—sO) for various values relevant for de Cheveigné’sexperiments,but with
of � as given in (10.13) above.The datapoint at a relatively large value of the diffusivity in the

= 4.2 denotesa measurementby Esakaand Kurz solid (/3 D’/D = 1/5). Most of their cells have
[40] for cells at a Péclet number p = AV/2D of [71] a relativegroove width � of order 0.16 0.20,

about 0.08, while those at smaller i’ aremeasure- For the parametersin their fig. 1, we estimate
ments by Esaka[68] reportedby Billia et al. [25]. zi//T 0.61 and is ~ 8. Sincethe wavelengthasso-
Thesearethe only measurementsfor cells that we ciated with this datapoint yields a value for a as
can find in the literature [69]. The squaresymbol small as [72] 2 x 10 ~, we believe that the branch

gives the tip velocity of thepatternthat Esakaand of solutions analyzedby Kesslerand Levine [35]
Kurz [40] refer to as “dendritic cellular: some also is not the one which we analyze perturba-

perturbationshut no sidebranches”.This plot il- tively. Note also that since the datapoint is well
lustratesquite clearly that the ST cellular shapes below the LCS line, this particular steady state
with narrow grooves are predicted to move up solution may well be unstable.
much less than what is apparently observedin In their extensive numerical simulations for
experiments. k = 0.4, Ungar and Brown [4,73] observevarious

Although more experimentaltestsareobviously shapeswith different valuesof is and z1/IT. The
called for, we believe that thediscrepancybetween cells in their [4] fig. 6a look rather realistic and
prediction andexperiment uncoveredin fig. 13 is have narrow grooves. We estimatethat for these

real. Indeed, the finger-like cells that move up v — 1.33 and z~/l~— 0.33, whereasthe matching
most and hencecomeclosestto thedata point(s), prediction (IO.13a) gives z~/l1 0.1 for � = 0.2

all have wide grooves and large wavelength, � —s and z~/l~ 0.16 for grooves as wide as � = 0.4
1/2 and A —s ~ For thesevery largewavelength (the LCS prediction for this ratherlargevalueof k
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CRYSTAL GROWTH DIRECTIONALis zi/IT = 0.42). We thereforebelievethat they are IN A CHANNEL SOLIDIFICATION

not membersof the branchthat we calculate.On (a) Cc)

wide grooves � = 0.35—0.4 and have is = 5.7 and >
>- I >-the otherhand,the cells in fig. Sc for p = 0.4 have > branch /
o p—0 I ST ° Psistent with our matching estimate zi/lT = 0.47 o oz~/lT= 0.49. This tip position is indeedquite con- -J-J uJLUfor � = 0.35, but thewide groovedcells they show

in this figure look ratherunlike what oneseesin _______________ _______________

typical experiments. They therefore support our 0 1/2 1/2

conclusionthat wide groovedcellular solutionsdo (b I (d)

exist evenat large p, but that thesesolutions are > dendrite ~ ~branch >

not the experimentally relevant ones. The more 23 p-.O

realistically looking cells in their figs. lOa andlOb

(is = 2.1, zi/lT = 0.43, and is = 3.2, zi/lT = 0.55)
are both significantly above theestimate(1O.13a). > ~ ~~branch
It would thereforebe interestingto investigatein 1/2 1/2

more detail whether they are part of a different UNDERCOOLING iS RELATIVE GROOVE WIDTH �

branch,asseemsvery likely. Fig. 14. (a), (b) Summary of the bifurcation structure for

In summary,our expansionmethod describesa crystalgrowth in a channelas determinedby Breneret al. (33].
(a) If thecellularprofiles aremodeledby theST expressionfor

branchof steadystatesolutionsthat is the exten- the shape,onefinds a ST branchfor iS >1/2. The velocity of
sion to finite p (but k small) of the ST branch thesesolutionsdivergesas iS —. 1/2. (b) Breneret al. (33] argue

that has been analyzed [10,29,31] in detail for that if finite Pécletnumbercorrectionsto the shapeare taken
p —s 0. Since the grooves of these solutions with into account,there is a bifurcation point for iS close to 1/2.

small a are muchwider than observedexperimen- From this point, both the ST branchand another“dendntic”
branchbifurcate.Solutionson theST branchareunstable,and

tally and in numerical work, and z~is much thoseon the dendritic branchstable.(c), (d) Possiblebifurca-

smaller than the LCS value, we believe that this tion diagram for directional solidification for small p. based

branch is not the physically relevantone, at least on theanalogousconjecturefor crystalgrowth in achannel.(c)

for Péclet numbersin the range(10.1). We pro- The velocity V divergesas therelativegroovewidth approaches

pose the LCS criterionas a useful guide in study- 1/2. (d) In analogywith (b), it is possiblethat theST branch
mergeswith anothercellularor dendritebranchnearc 1/2

ing both the stability of cells and the related and that solutionson theST branchareunstable.

“branch-selection”problem.Clearly, moreexperi-
ments are called for, especiallysince wetting or
surfacepreparationeffectsinvolving thecell thick- lytical [74] and numerical [751work indicate that
nessmay be of important[6,8]. the solutionsin this branchare unstable.Notealso

Finally, we wish to discussthepossibleconnec- that on this ST branch, the velocity V becomes
tion with otherwork on bifurcations and multi- arbitrarily large as —s 1/2. For fixed channel
plicity of steadystatecellular patterns.Our con- width, this meansthat finite Pécletnumbercorrec-
clusionsappearto be in line with those of Brener tions to the shapewill become more and more
et a!. [33]. Theseauthorsstudiedcrystalgrowth in importantas ~ 1/2. Motivated by thisobserva-
a channel,which correspondsto the 1T —s ~ limit tion, Breneret al. [33] argue that in theabsenceof
of DS. Not surprisingly,for small p, thereis again surface tension anisotropy [76], the ST branch

a branchof Saffman—Taylor-likesolutions. From endsat a bifurcationpoint near = 1/2. Seefig.
the mapping to the ST problem, it follows that 14b. Another “dendrite-like” branch bifurcates
thesesolutionsexist only for dimensionlessunder- from this point as well, and it is this second
coolings ~> 1/2, and that the velocity is a de- branch of solutions that is believed to be stable
creasing function of ~. This is illustrated in fig. [76].
I4a. Thedecreaseof V with increasingundercool- Although the resultsof the simulationsof Hunt
ing is, of course,counter-intuitive,and both ana- [75] give some support for this scenario,we em-
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phasizethat the analysisof Brener et al. [33] is velocitiesat small � than theST branch.For fixed
non-rigorous in that it is basedon a physically wavelength A, (9.Ib) shows that this conjectured
motivated but ad-hoc ansatz for the finite Péclet branchis likely to havesmall groovewidth � and

number corrections to the zero surface tension small a — precisely the characteristicsthat dis-
shape.At present, the argumentsof Brener et al. tinguish experimentalcells form thoseon the ST

[33] should therefore be considered somewhat branch! We hopethat future analysisof the ideas
speculative. The experimental situation is not of Brener et al, [33] will establish whether this
completelyclear either. Molho et al. [77] observe scenariois correct.

that there is a low-velocity small-Pécletnumber There is anotherway to argue in favor of the

regime where the crystal shapesfit ST solutions existenceof a bifurcation point analogousto the
very well and where the relative cell width I — one predicted by Brener et a]. [33]. Ungar and
�(=~) is a decreasingfunction of V, as in fig. Brown [4,73] havealso shownevidencefor multi-
14a. On the other hand, these shapesmay be pole solutions as a result of bifurcations with
weakly unstableas expectedtheoretically [74,32]. wavelengthX/2 off solutionswith wavelength A.
Indeed,at higher growth ratesa a crossoverto a This happensessentiallywhen, upon increasing
different high velocity regime is observed, the velocity V. the tip region of wavelength A

Returning now to the DS problem, numerical undergoesa Mullins—Sekerkainstability. Forsmall
and analytical work has shown that multiple p, our LCS criterion (and its refinements [21])
branchesof solutions exist at finite Péclet num- show precisely that the tips of the ST-like solu-

hers. We are not awareof any systematicstudy of tions will become Mullins—Sekerka unstable as
the multiplicity of solutions in the limit p —s 0. � —s 1/2. Thus, according to Ungar and Brown
However, thework of Brener et a!. [33] illustrates [4,73], there is reasonto expectthe existenceof a
that thebehaviorin this limit may be quite subtle. bifurcation point for � closeto 1/2, which leadsto

Indeed, in analogy to crystal growth in a chan- an upperbranchof highervelocity solutionsanal-
nel, let us considerthe DS problemfor a fixed set ogousto fig. 14b.

of experimentalparameters.For fixed wavelength, Figs. 9 and 10 and the discussionof the finite
the ST branch of solutions gives a relation be- amplitude cellular solutions in section 7 showed
tweenthegrowthvelocity Vandtherelativegroove that at small � our fingerlike patternsarise from
width � whosebehavior is illustrated in fig. 14c. matching grooves to cellular profiles that them-
As in fig. 14a, the velocity divergesas � —~1/2, selvesareprobablyphysically irrelevant,sincethey
where a tendsto zero. (For fixed A, eq. (9.lb) lie outside the planarinstability band. Moreover,
shows that the vanishing of a implies V—s cc.) as is also clear from the mapping to the ST
However, basedon thesimilarity of crystalgrowth problem as p —s 0, they exist for any value of is

in a channeland the DS problem, we speculate above the threshold r~,rather than a finite dis-

that if the velocity dependenceof the shapewould tanceabovethreshold [78]. We believe that other
be taken into account properly, one would like- possiblebranchesof cells with groovescould be
wise find that the ST branch mergeswith another thought of as arising from joining up groovesto
cellularbranchat a bifurcation point near� = 1/2 finite amplitude cells that lie within the planar
andthat solutionson the ST branch areall unsta- instability band,even though the ideaof a single

ble. Compare figs. 14b and l4d. The small � matching region need not necessarilyhold true.
solutionsare almost certainly unstablesince they Evidence for the latter type of finite amplitude
lie outside theplanarstability band, and both the cells is given by the analytical work of Langer
analogy to crystal growth in a channeland our [1,51], Sivashinsky[16] and Kurtze [79] as well as
(LCS) stability argumentsuggestthat all members by the numericalwork of UngarandBrown [4,73].
of this branchare unstable(Karmaand Pelce[31] Note in this regard that in contrastto the solu-
argue that the ST branch is stablefor an inter- tions our matchingmethod finds, thecellular pro-
mediate range of V). Note also that the pos- files discussedby Sivashinsky[17] andKurtze [79]
tulatednon-STbranchcorrespondsto much larger for small k bifurcate off from the center of the
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planerinstability band(indicatedby the squarein LCS criterion ~ 0 for (is — 1)/(I — k) =p. For
fig. 3) and do not have a regular k expansion. larger valuesof is, we expectfinite amplitudecells
Presumablysome membersof this latter finite to be unstable.Thus, we predict that the relative
amplitude branch of solutions develop deep velocity range in which stable finite amplitude
groovesas is is increased.Indeed, to our knowl- cells can be observedscaleswith the Pécletnum-
edge most numerical calculations[64,73,35] find ber p. Although we are not aware of any sys-
deep cells by evolving continuously from small tematic study of this question, thesepredictions
amplitudecells nearthe centerof theplanarinsta- are consistentwith the fact that Trivedi [5] reports
bility band(near the squarein fig. 3). Thesemay finite amplitude cells only very close to threshold
correspond to the solutions indicated by the for p 0.02, whereasde Cheveignéet al. [6] have
dashedline in fig. 14d. seenfinite amplitude cells with p = 0.25 at V/!’~

If oneacceptsour conclusionthat at least some 1.4 (i.e., is — I = 0.4). We hope that theseoh-
of thenumericalresultsare likely to correspondto servationswill be extended so that the above
solutions that are not on the extensionof the ST suggestioncan betestedsystematically.
branchto finite Pécletnumbers,one may envision
two different scenarios for how these various
branchescould be related: Appendix A. Other approaches
(i) The ST branch is not connectedto the experi-
mental resultsand to the numericalresultsof refs, Bower, Brody andFlemings[28b] (BBF) arrived
[4,35,65,73]. at an equationsimilar to the LCS criterion using
(ii) The ST branch is connected to the other matchingargumentssimilarin spirit to thosefound
branch(es)by somebifurcation(s). in section 8. Ignoring curvaturecorrections,they

Although there is at presentinsufficient infor- used the approximation (3u/3z)~ duL/dz =

mation to convincingly decidebetweenthesetwo —
1//T (see (2.20)) to estimate the gradient

possibilities,the argumentsof Breneret al. [33] for (3u/3z)~at the tip. (We use dimensionallengths
crystal growth in a channel as well as thoseof as in section 2.) While eq. (6.2) shows that
Ungar andBrown [4,73] makeus favor thesecond (au/az), — 1/IT is a very accurateapproxima-
scenario. lion in the grooves,theremay be notablecorrec-

tions near the tip. (Indeed, (au/~z)
1 is given

exactly by the boundary condition (2.16). It is
11. Final remarks only when ~ = 0 that the two expressionsare

equal.)Then, treatingthe patterntips as planar,in
The main results and implications of our work essenceBBF approximatedthe field in front by

for the existenceand selectionof cellular shapes u u~~ andmatchedthegradientat the
with deepgroovesare summarizedat the end of tip (Eu/

8z)~calculatedfrom this “far field” result
section 1. We thereforeconfine ourselveshere to to the liquidus gradient calculated above. This
drawingattention to a possibleapplicationof the gives — ui/lD = — l/lT or
LCS criterion to finite amplitude cells. isUBBF = A I

Formaterialsfor which diffusion in the solid is
negligible the LCS criterion predicts that finite See eq.(17) in appendixA of ref. [28b]. Hunt and
amplitude cells for fixed is> I are more likely to coworkers[22,23,27]developedthis approachfur-
be found in experimentsat Pécletnumberp of ther andtried to estimatecorrectionsdueto inter-
0(1) than at small p. The reason is that cell facecurvature.We note that (A.I) is equivalentto
profiles for such materialshaveto obeythe equal the k = 0 limit of the LCS criterion, though the
arearule (7.5b).As a result,the dimensionalvalue ideasleading to the two resultsare rather differ-
of z~of finite amplitude cells has to be of order ent. While thereare severalpoints that might be
A/2, so that for these ~ = (is — 1) — (1 — k)p. criticized in the aboveargument,and the connec-
Therefore,finite amplitudecellscanonly obeythe tions to a stability analysisare obscured,eq. (A.1)
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does have the virtue that u~
t is always greater wherewe note that h = cos 02 — sin 6.~.Eq. (B.I)

than zero, in contrast to the LCS criterion for allows us to determinecorrectionsfor non-zero/3
is> 1/k. (The value of z~predicted by (A.I) is to the results(7.2) and (5.4), which hold for j3 = 0.

always less than that given by the LCS condition In particular, eq. (5.4) follows from (B.1) by

= 0, which we have argued [21] is an upper setting /3 = 0, and dividing by sin 0. The term
bound to thedistancetips have to moveto achieve (au/ax), in (B.1) can be exactlyre-expressedas
stability. Seealso appendixD.) Indeed (A.1) ap-

au ~ ~32u x, / a2~ Bu\
pears to be a useful first approximation even in
the dendritic regime, and most later attemptsto = J dx—~= — J dxl +

o ax o \az2
provide a more detailed treatmenthave proven (B.2)
less successful[13]. (See, however,ref. [80] for a
modern treatmentof stability in the dendriticreg- noting that au/ax vanishesby symmetryat x = 0,

ime.) and using the diffusion equation(4.4). Substitut-
Basedon argumentssuchas these,the ideathat ing (B.2) into (B.1) with /3 = 0 yields eq. (5.4).

constitutional supercoolingshould be small near The inner equation (6.4), which describesthe
the tips of experimentalpatterns was stated cx- deepgroovesand the matchingregionin the limit
plicitly in the early literature. See, e.g., ref. [2]. ~ /3 = 0, follows from (5.4) on approximating the
84, andref. [81]. However, it wasnot emphasized integrals in (B.2) as

that it is primarily through changesin z
1 rather iau /d

2u, du,\
than changesin cell spacingor curvaturethat this ~-~—) —x,~--—---~+~5~~__j~ (B.3)
condition can be approximately satisfied in the
cellular regime. Moreover,attemptsto apply these using thesteepnessandnarrownessof thegrooves.
ideasoutside their limited regime of validity (e.g.. as discussedin section 6. Note that the first term
to materialswith large k and/or large is> 1/k) on the right in (B.3) is most important in the
led to criticism of the basicconcept(see,e.g.,refs. matchingregion, as shownin section9, while deep
[81] and[82]), andtheseideasarenot discussedin in thegroovesthesecondterm dominates,leading
most current treatments.Very recently, however, to thelinear term in the Scheil equation(6.6).
Billia andcoworkers[13.25]havestressedthe em- Theseconsiderationsleadto a criterionpredic-
pirical fact that relations like (Al) hold ap- ting whenthe resultsof the one-sidedmodel, and
proximately for many experimentalpatterns,and in particular, the Scheil equationdescribingdeep

independentlyof us, have pointed out that this grooves,must be significantly modified for 0 </3
seemsto disagreewith the valuesof ~ given by .s< 1. Deep in the grooves where the curvatureis
the matchingto Saffman—Taylorfingers[83].

very small the dominanteffectof the addedterms
in (B.I) is to replace the Scheil equation (6.6) by

Appendix B. Conservation equations allowing for
~ dx1/dz=p5x, — /3(v/p5)(au/ax)~. (B.4)diffusion in the solid

If /3 D
5/D is non-zero,then the term $(h’ For small /3. it is reasonableto ignore the last

vu)~ should be added to the right-hand side of term on the right hand side of (B.4) until it is of
the conservationequation(4.5) to takeaccountof the sameorder of magnitudeas the first. Thus the
the diffusion flux into the solid. The resultcan be Scheil equation can be trusted until we get to

sufficiently largevaluesof —z that
written

[/au\ /au\51 ~dx,/dz$(v/p
5)j(au/ax)~. (B.5)p5~1u,cos0= ~ cosO

!~au \ / au \5] or. equivalently from eq. (B.1), until (au/ax),=
+ — sin 0, /3J (au/ax)~j . Using eq. (C.I) to evaluate

(au/ax)’, an accurateapproximation until about
(B.1) the breakdowndistance~ and the lowest order
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estimate (au/az)1= du1/dz = —ps/v yields the leading to a breakdownof the one-sidedmodel,
criterion andof the Scheil shapesderivedusing it.

Based on this idea, a quantitativeestimateof
~h cot

20h= /3k. (B.6) the breakdown distance ~h is carried out in ap-
pendix B, where the effects of non-zero /3 are

For very small /3, the groovescanbe nearly verti- taken into account.We find that the predictions
cal beforethe assumptionsof the one-sidedmodel of the Scheil equationmust be appreciablymod-
and the Scheil equationmust break down. Note ified by the effectsof diffusion in the solid when
that the initial effect of the added term is to
producea morerapid closingof thegrooves,as is ~. cot2O

5 /3k. (C.2)

clearon physicalgrounds.

For sufficiently small /3, it is only very far from
the tip region that diffusion in the solid must

Appendix C. Effect of diffusion in the solid induce a breakdown of the groove shapespredic-
ted by the one-sidedmodel.

In section 5, we gave a systematicand rather This criterion is to be contrastedwith that
general treatment of the shape of the narrow given by Kesslerand Levine [34]. They arguethat
groovesbetweenfingers. The main limitation was thereexistsa minimum groovewidth Xmin ~rk, or
our useof the one-sidedmodel, where /3 = DS/D equivalently, a lower bound to the cell depth of
= 0. Deep in the grooveswherecurvaturecorrec- order ki k independentof the value of /3. How-
tions becomenegligibleour resultsreduceto those ever, their estimateis based on the assumption
of the classical Scheil equation, which predicts that the impurity distribution in thesolid near the
infinitely deepgrooveswith powerlaw shapes. grooveclosing has a simplequadraticdependence

However, experimentsas well as numerical on x, rather than the very inhomogeneousdistri-
solutions of the DS equations with /3 > 0 find butions seenin fig. lb.
grooves with large but finite depth, often In principle, theirs is the correct limiting distri-
terminatedby a bubble-likeclosure.Actually, it is bution an infinite distancefrom the tip, where the
easy to show that the predictions of the Scheil initial inhomogeneousimpurity distribution in the
equationmust eventuallybreak down sufficiently solid, estimatedas in eq. (B.1), has had time to
deepin the groovesfor any nonzero/3, no matter re-equilibrateby lateral diffusion. However, since
how small. The main physical effect can be seen the typical impurity in the solid must diffuse a
from fig. Ib, which showsnumerical solutions of distanceof order the cell width during this equi-
the DS equationswith /3 small but non-zero[4]. libration process, a (dimensional) time of order

We seethat for steepgrooves,verylargegradients ~q ~ A
2/D~ is required. For impurities initially

build up in the solid near the interface. Indeed, capturednearthe tip, this occursat a distance~z
the existenceof such large gradientsis predicted from the tip of order ~z V;q = 2pA//3. Thus /3

by he one-sidedmodel. Usingeq. (2.19) wehave is implicitly involved in the Kessler and Levine
[34] treatment,sinceonly sufficiently far from the

/ au ~‘ (au\ / au dz, tip (a distanceproportionalto /3_I) can the equi-
= k~~) + ~ (C.1) libration assumptionhold true.

In practice, for most solidification cells with
The Scheil equation(6.6) predictsthat dz,/dx = small /3, equilibration in the solid is almostnever
tan 0 becomesarbitrarily largedeepin the grooves achieved, particularly if the (large) temperature
for sufficiently large ,~‘ (is — 1) — (1 — k)p~z,im- dependenceof DS is also taken into account.Thus
plying arbitrarily large valuesof (au/ax)~.On the the treatmentwe havegiven basedon the initial
other hand, if /3> 0, then these large gradients breakdownof the inhomogeneoussolid impurity
must eventuallyproduce an appreciablediffusion distribution as givenby the one-sidedmodel seems
flux proportionalto /3(au/ax)~in the solid, thus morephysically relevant for cells with small /3.
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Our treatmentof the groovecorrectionscaused on conservationrequirementsand the idea that
by diffusion in the solid illustrates severalpoints theboundarylayerregionabovethe reentrantpart
we believe should be consideredin assessingthe of thebubble,where theone-sidedimpurity distri-
utility of the one-sidedmodel. In contrast to the bution fails, is very small. We will not repeatthe
impression the casual readermight get from ref. analysis here,since it is somewhattechnical,and
[34], we argue that the one-sidedlimit offers a still not applicableto real three-dimensionalpat-

simple and generally useful starting point to de- terns, where the closures undergo an instability
scribe many featuresof patternsseen in systems similar to that seenfor a dripping faucet [85].

with /3 small but non-zero. However, we mention that the location of the
Certainly the one-sidedmodel can never (cx- closurein two dimensionsseemsnot to be related

cept for the unphysical case k 0) reproducea to the breakdowndistancecalculatedin eq. (C.2).
final equilibrated solid distribution with us = 0 Insteadit dependsmainly on k and thematching
independentof x, which in principle is thecorrect parameter�, and is essentiallyindependentof /3.

boundary condition to impose in the solid far
from the interfaceas z —.s — cc. In practice, how-
ever, for /3 small there is often an “intermediate Appendix D. Constitutional supercooling near an
asymptotic” regime [84] extendingfar behind the arbitrarypoint on the interface
tip region where almost no solid state diffusion
has takenplace.This is the regime found in most In general, let r

1 (x,(z), z) denotean arbi-
experiments.Thus the lack of equilibration in the trary pointon the interfaceof a fingerlike pattern,
solid can often be takenas a strength,ratherthan and ç, r1 + alTh a point in the adjacent fluid
a weaknessof the one-sidedmodel, layer for a small normal displacementof magni-

Further,the accuracyof the patternspredicted tude al.1. with a << I. (We usedimensionallengths
using the one-sidedmodel dependson the shape as in section 2.) Neglectingcurvaturecorrections,
of thepatterns.As we haveseenin eq.(C.2), if the a measureof thenetsupercoolingat i~,is uL(r,S) —

groovesbecometoo steep,correctionsto the one- u(ra), where uL(ra) = uL(z,,,) is given by (2.20). Of
sided model must become important. A related course, this difference vanishesas a —s 0, and a
but moreobviouslimitation occursin the descrip- morerelevantmeasureis thedifferential supercool-
tion of the “melting” portion of reentrantpat- ing
terns, where the interface position z, is not a
single-valuedfunction of x. Above such“melting” ~ — IuL(1~)— u(~,)]/a. (D.l)
interfaces,a thin boundarylayerwill form, whose If ~ is positive, then the fluid at an infinitesi-
thicknessis proportionalto /3, suchthat /3(n ‘V u)~ mal distancenormal to the interfaceis constitu-
does not vanish as /3 —s Ot The description of tionally supercooled.Expandingboth uL(?~,)and
theseboundarylayersandof the reentrantportion u(i~,)in a Taylor series about a= 0 and using
of the interfacecannotbe consistentlycarriedout (2.15)—(2.20)yields
in the one-sidedlimit where /3(n . Vu)~ is as-

sumedto vanish[34]. ~ = (isz~u,— 1) cos 0 = ~‘(z) cos0, (D.2)
However, most experimental finite amplitude

or fingerlike cell patternsare eithersingle-valued, where ~(z) is (3.4) evaluatedat the generalposi-
wheresuch boundarylayersdo not form, or have tion z. Although ~‘ becomeslarge deep in the
only a small reentrantportion, as in the upper grooves, we can use the Scheil results (6.6) and
part of a bubble closure. For thesepatternsthe (6.7) to give for large ~‘

one-sidedmodel offers a physically relevantand = ~ 0 x,/ID. (D.3)
computationallyvery useful starting point, par-
ticularly for analytic work. In ref. [26], we gavea This indeedvanishesfor large ~ from (6.7). Thus
simple approximate treatment of the bubble we can showexplicitly that thedifferential super-
closuresfoundfor two-dimensionalpatterns,based cooling is very small (but positive) in the grooves,
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becauseof the cos 0 factor in (D.2). This is true After a partial integration,the secondterm on the
for any pattern that has deepgrooves, and does right-handside becomes
not distinguish between different membersof a
family of solutions. However, if we require that _jdx[q,,2 cos(q

1x)cos(q,,x)
6u~~is small near the tip, where the estimate
(D.3) is inaccurate,we arrive at the LCS criterion —q,,q~sin(q~x)sin(q1x)]
from (D.2). In general 8u~Sis very small but
positive in the grooves, and we expect it will e~’’~”’~’>

(E.3)remainsmall but positive nearthe tips of experi- p0 (p,, + p1 — p0)
mentally selectedpatterns.This is consistentwith
the results of ref. [21], which showed that the Upon combiningthis with the first term in (E.2)
correctionsto (3.4) all tend to increase(slightly in usingthe fact that accordingto (7.12) q,,~= p,,(p,,

the cellular regime) the valueof ~. — Po)’ we thenobtain eq.(7.15) for the M1,,.
Note that (7.13) for j = 0 takesthe form

~ ~ (E.4)Appendix E. Derivation of eqs. (7.13)—(7.16) n�O

Since (7.10)—(7.l2) satisfy the diffusion equa- Since
tion (4.4), the remainingequationsto be solvedby a

the coefficientsB,, are the interfacecondition(4.6) M0,, = kJ dx cos(q,,x)exp[ —p,,(z1—
0

and the flux conservation boundary condition
(4.5). Writing the latterconditionin the form (B.1) and IV~= ka, this becomesin view of (7.10)
with /3 = 0 and noting that tan 0 = dz1/dx, we
obtain upon substitutionof (7.10) the equations kJ dx[u(x, z,) — I] = 0. (E.5)

0

k e~”~ — kB0 — ~ B,,(~ + k) which is the conservationcondition(5.3) evaluated
Po in the solid from which the equal area rule (7.5)

X ~ cos(q,,x) was derived.

dz,

= — ~ n~i B,, ~ q,, sin(q,,x)~. References
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